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Preface
For those who are developing a higher, awakened awareness, it is increasingly
necessary –urgently so –to identify with an expanded state of awareness that
emanates from outside the human-earth realm and from a “sub-atomic” level and
to do with the support of the “Correction Energies”. The alternative to your
personal being is something perhaps worse that any profound “melancholia”, as
in the movie of the same name.
Around mid-2008 I (and others) anticipated certain major changes to be taking
place from the end of 2008 into 2009 or 2010. Events that seemed most probable
at the time did not play out in the time frames anticipated. One of the factors had
to do with the adaptable elasticity of the Dark –on Earth and elsewhere. Another
had to do with the increasing difficulty in bringing in the new energies from the
higher levels. Without these there could not be the sort of changes to
consciousness that are required for the human and other populations. Developing
higher level pathways to this fallen realm under the dark control has been of the
utmost difficulty.
This brings us to another important factor considered by too few: There is a
portion of spiritual consciousnesses operating in the human level that shows
enough promise to reconnect, recollect, and develop into something new that is
harmonious or coherent with the higher Oneness of Creator.
Many anticipated changes have been shifted over time to give every possible
opportunity for those to “make it” in terms of reaching a new state of awareness
and being while still present in the human 3d form. Many of those who read here
would be amongst those. So close now. We have tried to provide much of the
needed tools to help with this transition. Once the transition is made, you will
notice it, even while still embodied. I cannot give you any definitive checklist.
There are hints and clues to your awareness here and there. For some it may feel
like a switch has been thrown. For others it will be as if one day you look around
and know that you are in a changed energetic matrix. This is part of the
“ascension” process we have been describing. Even the planetary being is being
offered new ways to exist and overcome its entanglements with the dark.
You cannot keep puzzling and fussing over the state of the human condition
today. You need to have some workable summation of learning, even if
provisional, so you can continue your movement into this new state. Turn off the
TV, the “entertainment”, and the other distractions, including the “social” ones.
One can and must exert some will power over ones human life, even while still
going to market to get food, pay the basic bills, etc. Even this can be consciously
modified. In effect you stop and only allow that which is truly essential to be
maintained by you, according to terms that will help you make this transition.
This is part of the process of your “completions” and part of your ascension
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process. We never said it would be easy but what is achieved in this process is of
such enormous significance that I cannot put words to it.
This may not be for everyone and many will prefer to try to “wait it out” a while
longer. Whatever the case, it is your choice. Really. For every reaction of “… but
wait, what about __ ?…”, there can be a valid and useful rebuttal. But why waste
time with unnecessary “but, but, buts” that only serve to stifle these new
energies?
It has been a little more than one year (!) that we discussed the influx of these
specific new energies and suggested ways in which to directly connect with them.
In response to requests, the simple “invocation” was suggested and published.
These new correction energies are entering in at the level below, at, and above 3d
human and are at an increasing intensity now. Through this month of March this
is expected to continue to increase. Yet even with this, there has been something
absorbing these energies and still not enough getting through. However, many in
this group have been reporting welcomed changes in their energy fields, physical
state, and state of consciousness. In each case this has been mostly unique with a
few commonalities. One of these has been one of feeling increasingly blank, a few
have likened it to a state of “voidness” or limbo.
Another has been a certain “lightness” in terms of perception of the physical body
in its movements. Strange subtle effect have been noticed by some ranging from
inexplicable pains, extreme vertigo, an inability to concentrate or care much
about anything in 3d. Dreamtimes have been intense, and for some, the waking
day has been like a dream as their “real” life has been shifting “elsewhere” during
“dream time” as well as during the day. Some have been finding sudden clarity in
their understanding of the big picture and other such “cosmic matters”. It is in
this greater “knowing” that one finds the greatest internal confirmation.
It is only one’s greater self and knowing that can sustain ones human presence
here through these times. It is a very interesting state to be in –no illusions about
a false and dying reality and yet something more, a high attractor. Your human
presence becomes more conscious and not subject to habits and programmed
impulses. You become less concerned over matters of your own human
embodied longevity. For some, you become fascinated with the way things are
changing at the subtle levels.
For those only slightly awake spiritually, initially it can be like taking only one
“red pill” (as in the movie, “The Matrix”) that lets you see only the abysmal and
dismal reality of a degenerate state of humans and that of a diseased planetary
matrix. Then what? …to fall further into polarity by fighting something that is
not worth fighting over –neither for, nor against?
This is why I urge all who are in this process of detachment from the old to
continually develop more of their awareness of “high attractor”. This is like
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taking a handful of those “red pills”. And you will not likely want to go back to
your previous state of being.
Rejecting that which is un-right is only one step in the detachment process. One
cannot stay in that state (of rejecting that which is not right) and be functional.
Only anger, rage, and/or depression and deep melancholia can result. This only
feeds the dark. There is really nothing any of us can do for those who fall into this
state of “terminal polarity” –not until they genuinely ask for help. And those who
do fancy themselves “capable” of explaining these things to those who cannot see
will, like in the “Matrix” movie, become a target by those who they have imposed
themselves on, despite their good intentions to be of “help”.
This is the prognosis for the extant human population, given its present state of
malformed development. The spiritual response is not to grasp onto the hand
holds of the Titanic, the only alternative is ones “high attractor”.
This inevitably leads to discovering something of ones true nature, and Realizing
that ones true self is not “human” after all. And thus one can no longer think in
human terms.
Will the matter structures that are associated with the human and earth forms be
transformed from within and without? Is the “cosmic fire” of various prophecies
actually a sub-atomic level of transformation, comparable to a spiritual chain
reaction? Is this associated with some seemingly external event such as
supernova or solar plasma that serves as a “trigger event”? Will this, over time,
lead to a vibrational sorting out process of the True Light and the false light of the
Dark? And what of the imbedded resistance to all these changes on the part of
the sub-conscient levels of the body as well as that of the overall human collective
consciousness?
We will be exploring this further in the March A-List Update along with the
“problem” of the human body relative to ascension and the new energy bodies.
Meanwhile, there is a new article in this Update titled “New Beginnings”. In it I
attempt to summarize three main problems that are being addressed in the
ascension and transformation process.
As far as the human body goes, this is one of the factors that can help explain why
one is not likely to keep their human body. Yes, yes, there will be those rare
exceptions who fully transmute their matter/material body, but this is an
extraordinary experiment, and only an experiment at that. The main point of the
ascension/transformation process is to retain as much of the spiritual learning
from the density realm while removing or separating out that which is of the
higher light from that which is not. This applies to all levels from sub-atomic to
the human spiritual consciousness and planetary and larger cosmic “bodies”.
For those who are already ”in process” there is the prospect of unusual aches and
pains, sometimes severe as portions of “you” continue this separating out
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process. In some cases, this may be related to internal conflicts arising from your
higher level “you” moving toward a high attractor while the lower level “you” is
unconsciously trying to maintain an existence that is increasing unfeasible. This
is similar in some respects to higher level “fail safes” that you may have intended
at your higher levels to limit your options in human embodiment.
This is yet more reason to take very good care of your physical vehicle, keep it fit
and clean. Eat as little as necessary and rely more on the cleanest fruits and
vegetables and seeds as you may have available to you. You do not have to eat the
bodies of mammals and other animals. Supplementation is often necessary and
this can require some trial and error work on your part. This will help support
your own transition into something else.
Why bother with the physical body, if it is not likely it will endure the
transformation of its cellular materiality? First of all, we do not for sure how the
physical body will change for those who are closest to this leading edge of this
process, so why preclude something you do not know? Second and perhaps most
important, if you are in poor health, or “addicted” to consuming foods, beverages,
etc. then this will retard or hold back your spiritual development. If the bodily
vehicle you are associated with is dull, sickish, or in pain, it is much more difficult
to be focused on high attractors and completions. On the other hand if you in
extreme ill-health, this can also serve to propel you forward or out of this realm.
But I would not recommend inducing pain and disease as a model for the
spiritual path.
One last thing is that we are in a period of “intensified density” –in one day it
may feel as though one has lived weeks or months, and yet years past may
seemingly have flowed into mere moments.
So keep a clear head, a clean body, and attend to your highest intentions.
-ASK
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About This Update
With this Update and those forthcoming, we are focusing more on preparations
for the larger transformation processes and discuss as clearly as possible,
problems and challenges to the ascension process.
Much of this Update includes material not published until now and are marked
in the Contents list with **. The balance are selected articles from the NES
Forum that were posted since the December 2011 Update and as usual, show the
URL link to the forum post.
In effect, these can all be seen as a direct response to questions raised through
various modes of communication with those reading here and others –and in
direct response to changes in the “upper levels” of potential influence as well. So
you could say it is a bit of a chronicle as well as a wide ranging active advisory.
The material in this Update and those from the end of 2011 that have led up to
this is moving further into what I would call post-human preparations which
relate directly to the ascension process.
If there is something truly of importance of the human world, we will certainly
discuss it at the NES Forum, but to date we have covered all that needs to be and
there is really nothing new to say. Those who are still fixated upon human-world
affairs should note that we have made some unusual analyses into the present
situation of human geo-politics and have explained the basis for our future
looking statements which are intended to help everyone in understanding likely
near term future events.
All these Updates build upon preceding material and are published at the main
www.pfcn.net site for ongoing access. Please consider this material thoughtfully.
Much of it from the recent years bears re-reading.
Over recent years, we have presented one of the most lucid and sweeping
accounts of these most profound changes underway to guide and help “connect
the dots” for those who are waking up to their true nature as spiritual beings first
and foremost. Learning to recognize fundamental and dynamic patterns at many
levels of existence is essential to one’s self-Realization process.
Upon hindsight, one could day we have been attempting to gradually bring along
as many as possible. Each step of the way, there is a process of re-collecting and
re-framing. At each step forward, some preferred to remain where they were. At
this stage however, we can look back, so to speak, and see so many who for
whatever reasons are at those previous stages, some are busily helping others
along their way, some are considering taking the next step, etc. So there is no
loss.
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Those who have availed themselves of this material for their own deeper
consideration have found it of benefit to their process.
In addition to a short “reminder” of the point behind human-earth “project”, we
will be attempting in these next Updates to re-frame our understanding of the
larger impetus behind Creator of All and The All. This was recently re-introduced
for consideration through the December 2011 A-List Update which bears revisiting.
-ASK
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Attrition of the “Long March”
February 27, 2012
I know there are those receiving the A-List Updates who are longing and hoping
for some exciting “new” news, a miracle at least, etc. …or perhaps who are fed up
with everything, even including a few who have eschewed spiritual matters. I
truly understand this, really. And things will get sorted out with you one way or
another.
I must emphasize that over the recent years, this material has been devoted to
helping you “connect the dots” and see the patterns of the larger context. In this
way you will be better able to see who/what you truly are and why you exist –as
well as the larger picture and how difficult it has been to get to this point of the
“correction”.
This material is devoted first and foremost to supporting the process of those
who are most serious about spiritual evolution. We really have nothing to offer
those who may be seeking to “thrive” in this dying world (as in the title of a
recent online video) nor to those who seek to “fight the system” through social or
esoteric warfare.
This is not an easy place to be (as earth-human) and distorted expectations have
been built up over the recent decades that are a confluence of religious
programming and non-religious new age beliefs that mislead us with notions that
all can change into some golden age overnight.
I am not “worried” about how things will turn out for those beings with a human
presence here, I am not worried about this planetary being, and I am confident
that the Dark error will be permanently deleted from Creation.
However, this does not mean that all will be “nice and pleasant” at the 3d earthly
realm for those who persist in identifying as “human”. Anyone who has been
paying attention over recent years knows very well that this civilization has no
possible future and some are aware that much of what passes as the ordainry
human earth environment needs to be drastically changed at the ordinary 3d
physical level and vibrationally.
This material is for those who are serious about their own conscious spiritual
evolution and in contributing in some conscious way to the larger changes to this
creation. We have been providing in a gradual enough, yet highly compressed
descriptive form what is possible and relevant of true knowing that we can
provide.
We have described much of what is needed with regard to the building of bridges
from this realm to “that which lies beyond”. We began simply with the social
human matrix and then provided the background for understanding the
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complexities of the macrocosmic and microcosmic problems in correcting this
situation in its entirety. We provided the necessary linkages for readers to
understand the absurd and diseased nature of human social-political reality and
to re-assemble themselves as spiritual beings in alignment with the higher
creation consciousness.
Soon it is time to bring this work to a close.
We are on the final stretches and the work has become more and more
challenging on this final stretch. Imagine if you will, the building of a series of
bridges and causeways over many chasms, channels, rivers, and more. Imagine a
final stretch that seems so close, yet requires as much microcosmically
compressed bridge and causeway building as all the work preceding it.
Now imagine the long lines and clustering of countless millions of those
individuated human selves who have heard of some amazing work to enable them
to walk out of this failing fallen reality. Is this really it? Are we really the ones?
It would seem so. But we cannot know how the process will occur as there is no
precedent. Each step is new, sometimes running ahead. Then a pause. Then a
difficult passage. And so it goes. But it is nearly done.
Consider the false promises of all those false religions. Consider the modern
promises of the new age predecessor “alternative religions”. Consider the more
recent prophecies, visions, and channelings. All have had some grains of truth in
them, yet most all presented a complex weaving of distortions and lies to
maintain control one way or another over keeping those who imagined
themselves as “humans” chained to an existence on a damaged and failing planet
in a fallen system of creation.
Imagine the hundreds of millions of people all over the world who have felt
deeply the truth that there really was a higher level of “godliness”–the higher
Oneness, Creator of All, etc. Imagine all those who expected and rightfully so that
this great consciousness would not forget them, even if they had forgotten or lost
much of their side of the connection to the higher orders of creation.
Now, I must say again, that I am confident this is being restored and that these
“promises” that are implicit to the original spark of creational light and its
faithful derivations will be restored and improved upon. This does not
necessarily mean that this will be experienced directly by those who are in human
form on this Earth in this lifetime.
Now let us imagine that, during this prolonged process of “divine correction”, the
hundreds of millions began to sort out into clusters or groupings along the way.
Some making bifurcations or taking exit ramps, perhaps due to mistaken
traveling directions or other confusion.
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Thus (overlooking my simplistic “clip art”) some attrition can be seen in terms of
the consciousnesses that are plugged in to individual human selves.

Imagine how over recent decades, expectations of dramatic changes in terms of
ascension or global awakening did not present in any externalized manner. The
reasons for this are now fairly well understood. But in the short run, many began
to reject spiritual consciousness when they did not see material evidence in the
time frame expected.
Hundreds of millions over the course of a few decades thin out to tens of millions
as we move into the 1980’s and early 1990’s. Those who continue to move on,
persist with their spiritual focus on total transformation of this reality and
themselves and connection with the Higher Oneness, Creator of All
consciousness. Those who do not and who retain spiritual aspirations or
memory, can serve as an interim base camp for those billions who may eventually
ask and wonder about their true nature and potential destiny. All along the way,
the attrition process leaves pockets and groupings here and there. And yes, there
is also the overall “spiritual exhaustion” that occurs and the opting to “survive or
thrive” in the false reality. Expectations in the 1990’s were for major earth
changes and mass spiritual awakening or more even. By the turn of the current
millennium, we could estimate that roughly twenty to thirty percent of humans
identified with a set of “positive” spiritual values and beliefs. Even with a
growing awareness and numbers of near-death experiences, certain types of
popular media, and some awareness of a new type of human amongst the very
young, there was no great awakening and the dark control systems continued on,
exerting more subtle and overt means of control.
A few years ago a “virtual poll” was taken at higher levels for all residing here as
humans. The main question was one of what they, individuated selves, would
choose: continued suffering in this existence or something more expansive and
freeing. The great majority indicated preference to stay in this prison. Various
new scenarios were then presented, each showing growing pain and suffering and
struggle. Very little changed in the response levels. Most preferred what was
familiar, no matter how great the projected pain or suffering. This is a similar
problem in looking at most human domestic abuse situations as well as human
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collective tribal warfare: it is familiar and habituated and the prospects of
anything outside of such an existence become frightening, no matter how horrible
the situation. It is all they know.
As “Time” concludes its process in our localized creation space and maintains the
limits to the Dark at the greater creation levels, it would seem that our perceived
experience of information and events has increased in density –“intensity
density”. What may have once seemed like years for something to have
developed, now occurs in months or less. Memory of ten years ago is becoming
fleeting, while enigmatically last week feels like a year has gone by. This is a
symptom of implosion and density of energies and consciousness. It is neither
good nor bad, just something to be aware of that will most likely exhibit an even
stranger rate of increase to the perceived rate of acceleration.
There is also a surprise. That is the possibility that those whose consciousness
remains intact will accumulate the essential (essence) of the learning of countless
many. One may imagine, in effect, that one thousand are stand-ins or
representatives of millions.
In our work, we have seen a reduction of readers who are truly paying attention.
Over the recent years, this has changed by roughly one tenth to the present day.
While the A-List readership has been constant since its creation, growing slightly
over time, I know that many are electing at this time to not go ahead, rather to
wait it out until circumstances compel them. This is also a type of attrition. They
are not necessarily “lost” to the spiritual changes, just spiritually tired and lacking
in the capacity to keep moving ahead.
Now imagine a large group hiking up a huge mountain range. Some make it to
the base camps at the one mile level and enjoy the experience but lack the
stamina or capacity to continue on. They are not lost. Rather they are there for
the most part looking after one another and perhaps making tea and coffee for a
new group of hikers just starting out. Those at the first base camp can point the
way and share stories with the newcomers. Of the group that makes it to the two
mile level, there will be a portion who for whatever reason do not continue on.
They in turn will be there to greet and help those coming along the way. Those
who move on to the three mile level will be some of the strongest and toughest,
but amongst them, there will also be some who for whatever reasons cannot
continue to the summit. And then there is the small remaining group that
proceeds on to the perceived summits of those very high mountains in Alaska’s
interior. Eventually the way becomes easier for more and those resting at the
interim levels will also continue on.
And so this is like all our stories here. We are now in the final stretch. Those who
are still here and working their way forward may need to stop and rest and recollect themselves from time to time. Those moving ahead of them will need to
rely upon the impulse of what is in their immediate wake and the forces of the
higher attractors since there are no “base camps” to draw upon.
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So it is the high attractor of the summits and the mystery of what this may lead
to. With this comes an extraordinary increase in higher knowing and awareness.
At first it is a little at a time, then a bit of a flood, then a rest, then more.
At this point, I can only say that it looks like we are bridging the final passages
and this will at the least make it easier for those in the nearest “base camps” to
proceed if they so choose. As they move ahead there will be the capacity to make
the way easier, clearer, and wider for so many more who will be “making the
dash” –or when otherwise compelled.
When all is said and done, most will have made it. But this cannot be applied to
an ordinary day calendar. We are in the process of writing this story as we go and
its process and full outcome cannot be forecast or predicted.
-ASK
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Moving On…
March 1, 2012
It has come to my attention that those who are in the leading edge, moving out
toward a summit, may be leaving just enough of their consciousness resident in
their human body to communicate with others at the same level, to serve as an
“outpost” in density for a while longer, and to prevent interference in their being
by dark entities.
Concomitantly, they will likely find less of themselves here. “Elvis has left the
building” …or is in process perhps.
For those who have been working on their density learning assessments and
internal and external completions, there is this spanning of vibrational space to
consider as well.
It is as if you might be a living linkage between here and there. “There” referring
to a new world, a new vibrational space, etc. For those who may recognize this,
consider also that is you, all you. No intermediaries. What you know, you know
you know and this is direct knowing. Perhaps some here will also become bridges
to a new creation space, perhaps to the higher order of the true Creation.
This is part of the process and it is one of various indications of ascension. Each is
unique and so you can presume anything that resembles a trite “checklist” of
ascension. I did say this was not going to be easy.
Now imagine a group of beings all spanning the end points of a common
vibrational range. They could serve as something of as an armature or frame to
support a more robust causeway or pathway to the higher space that others could
use. Perhaps a protected space that would allow many to pass from the territory
of the dark into that of the receiving light without danger of being “mugged” by
the dark forces as are the cases of some many refugees in the earthly realm.
-ASK
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Portals and Causeways to Higher Space
March 1, 2012
Initially, there were those who forged ahead sometimes by leaps and bounds,
plunging through or sliding through the cracks in the dark control barriers.
Imagine those physically and energetically agile and adept people who seemingly
defy gravity as they catapult themselves up and down buildings, walls, rock cliffs,
and whatever else strikes their fancy. But this is not usable for those who may not
have this facility. They will need something more stable and suitable.
Imagine paper mache making. Often there is a delicate wire armature, then thin
layers of paper are applied and carefully cemented. Eventually it can be as strong
as rock. The armature itself could not support anything more than the initial
creating of a form and certainly could not handle a truck driving over it. The
finished item however could be so strong as to allow many trucks to drive over it.
It is like that with the exit pathways that are being prepared. While at first the
pathways might be delicate armatures of light intended only to serve exploratory
purposes, those that prove up could serve as a armature guide that would permit
a more stable and durable pathway through to higher vibrational space.
Those in the lower base camps who did not proceed on with each of the advance
parties or scouts, would be able to proceed with the aid of these more solid and
stable pathways.
This is one way of describing what is going on now.
-ASK
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Earthchanges, Visions, and the Virtual Space
February 29, 2012
This is a short note to bring our attention to another “purpose” to having dreams
and visions of major earth changes. In addition to the precognitive future viewing
qualities that are after ascribed to these, there is another purpose: to help set the
thresholds for the changes before they occur.
How much is enough? How much is too much. How large and how many oceanic
changes or tectonic changes will suffice. Perhaps one powerful wave of galactic or
inter-galactic energies will suffice. How much ordinary and non-ordinary reality
alteration can be tolerated by those who most will benefit the larger
transformational and ascension process?
And so we get to help “virtual model” these changes and their sequencing so that
the best effort can be made to liberate the spiritual learning and spiritual energies
that have been trapped in this realm –and to rapidly delete what remains of
various levels of the dark force.
-ASK
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Notes on the Viability of the Human Vehicle
December 27, 2011
http://newearthsummit.org/forum/index.php/topic,1350.msg5631.html#msg5631

To begin, I wish to clarify that I do not have a problem with the human vehicle,
per se. To the contrary, despite all the problems here in this realm, there are
those who are making the breakthrough at their higher and lower human levels.
Indeed, if only ONE percent of 7 billion on this planet move into a conscious
awakening state that connects their lower and higher levels with the higher
Oneness, this will have been a remarkable achievement. One that succeeds
against all conceivable and inconceivable odds. Yes, even if only a tenth of one
percent. And it would carry the knowing and learning of countless more.
The human bio-vehicle was to be a semi-autonomous individuation of a higher
order being that is seeking to learn more about itself and creation in general all
the way into the lower density levels It learns at first by "baby steps".
While there will be some small percent of older young and adult humans
presently embodied who will take to these new energies, it would take something
akin to a collective near death experience to effect a deeper clearing of the human
awareness. And this may well occur due to any one of a handful of catalytic events
that we have already mentioned in previous discussion on this. And this may be
more than an NDE, it may well involve the removal of the majority of the human
population. Again, this is not for us to pre-determine.
I can only urge those who are in the leading edge of awakening consciousness at
their human level to be very clear what it is they intend for themselves as
individuation of a larger consciousness.
What we see here, is that the present iteration of the human vehicle is so heavily
infected with the Dark and the resultant effects in the lower density levels, that
the present version of human might -- possibly, may be, perhaps – be too
resistant to the "correction energies". This infection has also affected a
substantial portion of associated higher order beings and has made it nearly
impossible for them to actively correct the situation they find themselves mired
in at the 3d level. So many of these larger beings themselves require the benefit of
the correction energies. This problem is not due a defect of the higher self/soul
being, rather it part of the outfall of the entire error of the Dark. It is not for any
of us to pre-determine this, what actually unfolds will be what decides these
matters.
We can play a role as conscious agents, however. And we can play an active role
in our own development from our human levels to our higher levels. For the most
part, the human self is an individuation of a larger spiritual being. That being is
the result of another type of individuation from higher creation.
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Yes, there are those appearing here as humans that are not of the higher light, but
that is not our concern, nor should it be. It too is being addressed as part of the
larger correction process. And so, there is no need or reason to concern our
human selves with the details of such matters, especially those human selves who
know the difference and who know better than to wish for some continuance of
the present mode of human social existence.
Recently, I wrote about the work that has begun at higher levels to prepare a
“new earth” and a new individuation vehicle. While I do not have much more to
say on this at this point, these new “bodies” will most likely not be “flesh and
blood”, rather they are what could be called “lightbodies”. It will be from what is
known and further learned at these new lightbody and higher levels that will
determine the nature and mode of extended individuation into 3d density. These
new beings will be stepping in to a new level of process on the road to developing
into new creator beings.
-ASK
P.S.
The following two articles delve into this further. Other articles in this update
touch on structures of new creation and the new lightbodies.
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New Beginnings …and an Ending
January 25, 2012 – Updated February 29, 2012
Note: Portions of this originally appeared in the February 17, 2012 posting at
the NES forum:
http://newearthsummit.org/forum/index.php/topic,1374.msg5761.html#msg5761

Over the years we have shared a number of essays dealing specifically with the
“new creation” impulse. Perhaps I should collect them into one short
compendium.
Of recent note, I have briefly shared with everyone certain new manifestational
efforts which are underway in a new creation matrix. The process itself is very
important and I am glad to be able to share some of this. Those beings involved
in this are aware of the human-earth situation and continue to be available to
provide insight and support to the higher level changes here however possible.
Very recently, the question of one more level further into density has been under
consideration. The article titled “Why Creation in 3d?” is partly stimulated by
this.
In sorting through some old papers, I picked up an old photocopy of the
conclusion of Satprem’s 1968 book “Sri Aurobindo or The Adventure of
Consciousness” (it is also about Mirra). I first encountered this in the late 1980’s
and it was interesting what I had marked from my photocopying. Theirs was a
bold and extraordinary experiment during much of the 20th century and I will
discuss it further in one of the forthcoming Updates. For now, I will say that, on
the one hand they were correct in concluding that the change would be needed at
the sub-atomic level of the “cosmic fire”, transforming all humans, everything.
But they also presumed that it was essential to transform humans and matter.
With all their supramental consciousness and direct knowledge of the dark forces
in this local creation, they still regarded the situation from a human perspective.
For those still focused on the human-earth situation, I continue to urge the
importance of the correction energies, attending to ones internal and external
completion process, in addressing the core questions to self-existence and ones
true nature, developing ones identification with a “high attractor”, and nurturing
ones own internal “high affection” that can lead to a more complete “you” with
more “energy” available to facilitate moving to ones next stage of existence.
This last point has already been discussed relative to the subconscient self and
will be discussed further in a new A-List Update. One could say that these
describe some keys to “ascension”.
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Looking at everything from the human perspective is inherently limited since the
human perspective is still under the dominance of extreme polarity/duality. This
of course presents something of a “Catch-22” situation in which in order to
transcend the human perspective, you have to transcend or other identify with
your higher order of being than that which presumes itself to be “human”.
It is my sense that there are three fundamental problems that are intertwined in
this Creation system that bear directly upon the situation here:
1. Continued individuation from higher into lower levels of more density
without adequate “pause” to maintain or re-initialize the primary connection
to true Oneness. Since we are also concerned with the outcome in 3d with
the human/earth level relationship and the level above that has the most
association here, this problem can best be seen when examining things
according to the principle “as below, so above”. In short, there is a closer
coupling between the human level and its higher levels that have been
working in the human realm for so long.
More to the point is the problem of a “loss of signal” between our ‘higher
levels” that have projected themselves into human 3d –and their higher
connection to the greater Oneness. This applies to those that carry the spark
of true Creation, not those that have “other” origins. Hence the importance
for the human level to assist in this process by welcoming in the correction
energies and helping itself directly as well as helping to re-establish a better
uplink to its own higher levels. The higher levels above human are presently a
focus of the correction energies here and those who are more aware should
see further improvement in this relationship.
2. The attempts by higher Oneness to re-introduce non-duality into realm
that is based upon duality. Its representatives at all levels have generally
failed due to the basic incompatibility of these two paradigms of existence. It
is only very recently (in human earth time) that some higher level
differentiations from higher Oneness have been able to both comprehend
duality and the particulars of the problems extant in the realm of
duality/darkness. And to do this while maintaining and improving a clear
two-way flow between “down here” and “up there” which is beyond the zone
of duality/darkness. Even with the correction energies, there is the problem
of individuations of higher consciousness proving to be unable to materially
influence the lower levels of density.
At present the correction energies are now in the last third of a three-month
period of concentrated movement into this realm from “above” and from
“below”. Early indications are very encouraging. However, there is no
evidence with tangible effects in the externalized human 3d realm, but it is
too early to say anything more on this. It is likely that the initial evidence of
this will be on in the inner planes –in short those who are more aware will
know of this for themselves.
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3. As a byproduct of a corrupted creation process, the human body can also
be regarded as a problem. The implementation/manifestation of the human
body was accomplished by distortions of its original divine blueprint
(intention). This is largely the result of the Dark forces corrupting various
material creational forces at many levels of scale.
This is why the planetary entity and higher levels of its origins have also
required extensive and ongoing work by the correction energies. What began
a year ago in earth time, has begun to flush out many of the dark influences
that have infected the planetary body. This is related to why I have said that
“nature” itself was heavily corrupted and that it is not some pristine thing to
be mindlessly worshipped by undiscerning humans. This problem is
something that pre-dates the poisoning and degeneration of the ecosphere by
human civilization.
Let us take a new “spin” on the “Creation Garden” story. All these beings saw the
gorgeous travel brochures, booked themselves tickets, and sent themselves down
without any thought to warnings, etc. –and they began to consume the garden.
Almost immediately the process of entropy took over. Digestive processes began,
metabolic byproducts required excretion, and the unconscious urge to consume
more and more and create more fleshly bodies began out of control. The bodies
were governed by sub-conscient impulses that could not be easily understood by
those beings that chose to dip into the 3d density realm. Those forces who saw
this as an opportunity to entrap more and more light beings took it upon
themselves to offer more attractive “travel guides” and of course there was always
the enticement of delicious fruits and sensations of physicality to beings that were
unprepared for such a transition into individuation and density.
Does this story sound familiar? Never mind all the variations on the basic story
plot as to who encouraged what or who said what or did what to whom.
Once the energetic machinery of predation and parasitism is activated in an
environment such as Earth’s, the environment becomes rife with parasites, mold,
fungi, bacteria, viruses, and more complex parasitic and predatory organisms –
the body must expend energy to prevent biological disease and death. The
process of bio-chemical decay is expected in a world such as this in which the
divine templates were corrupted in its creation and subsequent “management”.
In some respects, this could be regarded as a “blessing” in that it assures a
relatively short existence in this realm. Each entity projecting itself into this
realm through an animal vehicle (especially a human one) has the opportunity for
a wide range of physical, emotional, and energetic experiences. For most trauma
and suffering predominates, ever so briefly punctuated with moments of limited
joy and happiness.
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In other respects, long term, this can only be seen as perverse and not a
“blessing”, especially since two factors locked so many beings to “repeating” the
process of projecting themselves into this realm into human and other 3-d
vehicles.
Most higher level beings were heavily buffered from feeling pain and suffering
directly and in real time. These experiences were filtered and abstracted through
their human and other presences here.
As this process continued as it was and since the dark control became more
severe, this had the effect of preventing higher levels of Creation from
understanding what was going on. Attempts at defensive and offensive measures
were undertaken by some beings who found the situation to be so very wrong, but
this unfortunately was corrupted as well. Why? At the core of this was the
problem of trying to apply non-duality, oneness consciousness to a realm based
upon duality and conflict. For former had very little understanding of this. The
more it tried to stave off the dark, the more the dark consolidated itself. At best
an impasse could be achieved here and there.
This endless struggle against biological entropy and inter and intra-species
conflict is not the intended ideal of the human template expressed in 3-d density.
It is at best a perverse bio-chemical laboratory, but not a place for spiritual beings
to call “home”.
For those who will be working with 3d density, here and elsewhere, there is much
to learn from both “positive” and “negative” examples. But those who will be
consciously doing this sort of work will be doing so with the correction energies
and in accord with their own ascended state. Some will deliberately maintain
something that corresponds to a 3d or lower density presence, some will work
from other levels.
As to whether this world or the large realm of lower density that it shares in
common with other worlds will cease to operate at the present level of density,
depends on many considerations. The first has to do with the cleaning up and
correction of those beings that have been most heavily involved here. Some will
leave, some will be changed by the “correction energies”. This applies to those
soul beings and others with a human presence and those at other levels who have
been involved somehow with the situation here. As to the larger question of
whether the 3d density environment can be transformed, this is something that
can only be addressed by a combination of those beings which are of an ascended
state working with true creation and the planetary and larger entities, once they
too have been cleared and transformed.
What I can report on is simply that there is a pre-manifestational process
underway that has recently been examining the human 3d existence as it works
on the problem of bridging the light body level into something more dense but
that is corrupted as the present human and other animal forms on earth.
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The problem of individuation into increasing (lower) density is being addressed
by the new creation process I have touched on in recent writings. While flesh and
blood physicality has not been created, there is a new pattern for a new type of
light body that is in development. It looks quite different from most of the subtle
energy patterns for extant adult humans on earth.
-Alex
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To Transcend Human Limitations, One Must
Move Beyond Thinking as a “Human”
February 28, 2012
Does this sound like a “Catch-22” situation?
It is not.
Not if you apply your highest level of spiritual freewill that you can muster and
set you sights on your high attractor. In the work of those few spiritual teachers
who genuinely pursued the descension of the higher consciousness for the
transformation of the human species and Earth and more… there was one
common weakness in the work: to presume that the change had to occur to the
human being at the human level and to the human physical vehicle.
Even those who anticipated the eventual emergence of a “glorified body” –or
lightbody if you like –presumed this had to occur from within the physical
chrysalis of the human body. Perhaps at a sub-atomic level.
Well, yes. And no.
It may well be that except for some rare few, including some “unusual” children,
most will find this impossible. The change in consciousness is primary.
This applies also to those who have had the “twice born” experience or other such
connection with the higher light.
It is not just the problem of the cells of the body.
It is also the problem that this is like a shared mind permeating the human
collective sub-conscient levels. There is that tendency that continually pulls the
higher levels down to a lower level of death and entropy. This is what happens
among humans in a social or other collective situation, this is what occurs
energetically as well in this decrepit reality. This also includes the problem of the
corruption of the entirety of “nature” on earth.
These have become nearly insurmountable problems to the marrying of the
ascension of consciousness to the transformation of the body as essentially
prerequisite co-factors. (Now I must take this moment to state that spiritual
evolution is about perpetual ascension, there is no “destination” end-point, not
vibrationally and not in terms of any human notions of time or place.)
When we subtract out the effects of the toxic environment, human aging and
death is primarily due to the internal conflicts within the body and between the
sub-conscient levels and the middle and higher levels of self. This problem
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cannot be solved in this realm since it is still under the control of the duality of
the darkness.
This same problem also surfaces in bodily pains and emotional changes relative
to switching to “high attractor” during the transition from the human-centric
perspective to higher order spiritual perspective.
So be gentle on yourself, discerning of course, but remember the “journey” to this
point has been easy and it has been under the most difficult of conditions.
-ASK
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Correction Energies and Ascension
February 9, 2012
http://newearthsummit.org/forum/index.php/topic,1161.msg5748.html#msg5748

I will be addressing this “embarkation” more in the coming weeks and months.
For those who have been paying attention over the years, we have gradually
provided essential information and suggestions to help everyone gain the most in
their spiritual evolution from the changes occurring.
Regardless of what occurs or when, it is what is learned here from our 3d
presences that is of greatest importance to the larger evolution of all of creation
and Creator of All –and to our own greater being.
Yes, at the highest level of creation there is evolutionary learning and exploration
occurring. It is not a static thing as some may imagine and so claimed.
There are those who skim through this material looking for something dramatic
or otherwise titillating, looking for something “new and exciting” like some
announcement that “the end is near”, or “the golden age” is on schedule and so
best to mark your date book. Meanwhile, carry on carrying on. When queried, too
many have not addressed what is most important and have not experienced
enough of the effects of this process. Please, look deeper. If you are looking
deeper, then look out then more broadly. This is a dynamic process. It requires
some time to process and be more aware of the larger possibilities.
Imagine being able to take an elevator to any number of floors of a nearly
transparent crystalline structure and being able to look far out across any one –or
simultaneous combination of levels. This is one of the effects of conscious
ascension. It is merely one indicator, but it is not the sine qua non of ascension.
Early last December we noticed the Earth spewing out enormous amounts of dark
energy structures and other gunk. It was very dramatic. Those who are seeking a
conscious ascension process have something similar to look forward to. Various
level of upper level beings are also “losing” some of this unwanted and unneeded
“gunk”.
But the process includes another component, not just the release and
transformation of dark energy structures and thought-forms, there is another
element as well. This pertains to the “what remains?” question I have posed to
everyone.
The conscious ascension process in many instances requires the descension of
more of your higher level capacities, this facilitates the transformational process
and the assimilation of the deeper learning from this realm of density. As this
process proceeds, it may increasingly seem as if more of “you” is now in a higher
level of knowing and general awareness of the lower and higher spiritual levels.
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This is what has been meant by “we are here to go”. To otherwise “leave” 3d
without adequately processing what has been learned here would be a
tremendous loss.
For those moving more of themselves into a higher state now, there may be some
unpleasant effects residual in their former human domain. It is best to be aware
of these as it arises, not to dwell upon it any more than is absolutely necessary
and to release it to the clearing actions of the “correction energies”. For those
moving more of their greater being into the human 3d level for whatever
purposes, there is another set of dynamics going on that your human self may not
be adequately aware of yet. Perhaps you will become one of those interim or
transitional lightbeings here on earth to help so many with their own transitions.
If this enters into your awareness, pay attention to the old human-centric
patterns of thought and behavior so as not to influence or contaminate this “new
you”. Perhaps some of us here will find we are doing a bit of both, and that is
most likely. As we prepare for what is next in our development, we are also in a
position, for however long, to be of help others who may be one step behind us.
And they in turn to help those one step behind them.
We each will know when we know. In the event of a global catastrophe, I am
confident that enough of us will know of this beforehand as well. And then again,
it may be a slow moving catastrophe ! (Think of the frogs in the pot story.)
I hope it is clear from this short essay that I am not advocating “leaving 3d” just
yet, nor am I advocating some story designed to keep you here either.
This is simply to bring these matters more out in the open.
-ASK
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Duality and Ascension
February 4, 2012
In various articles of the recent years, we have tried to explain there are various
options, various pathways, various new states of being. There is no “one and
only” way to these changes.
Likewise, there is not a single calendar date for these changes. As it is with a
moving wave, it will initially touch some, then more, and eventually will include
nearly everyone –over time. Now through 2013 is one major wave, then another
approaching the years around 2017, and another later. Until the all have been
washed by this wave. And not all will still be standing when the wave is seen to
pass.
It is of the utmost importance to have a “high attractor” to help guide your
movement and to cultivate the same within, something that could be called “high
affection” so as to be one within oneself as well.
It serves no good to be repulsed nad react against all that is so obviously wrong.
That is easy to. After all, such a state of being and thinking is based upon duality
and you will ca get caught up in conflict-polarity struggle until the day duality
itself ends.
Likewise, it serves no good to try to suppress or delete something of your human
self, it is a part of your human self-awareness. Your sub-conscient self welcomes
the day you are more complete and are ready to evolve further.
-ASK
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Catastrophe and Transformation
February 7, 2012
We have mentioned the importance of this 3-month window through March of
2012 for the “correction energies” to be at work – and important part to this is
the enthusiastic engagement of individual beings at human and at higher levels
with these energies. These energies are to intensify now and in response there
will be wonderful new insights for some and horrific behaviors for others. This is
like a de-toxification and health capacity-building program all-in-one.
Humanity is presently in a most precarious situation, like walking a razor’s edge.
Given that our true nature is that of consciousness, not biological bodies, this is
not a major problem. But there is the problem that the vast majority of
consciousness present in human form actually believes it is something called
“human”. This is a perspective born out of duality and separation from true
Source and true being. Thus considerations of a massive loss of the human
planetary population is viewed from the human perspective as something
“terrible”.
If enough in the human sphere of activity gets too much “out of hand”, as in a
new level of global warfare, etc., then there is an increase in the likelihood of a
growing number of humans unconsciously and consciously requesting a swift end
to such an existence for the benefit of all concerned. This is not the same as the
intentions of those insanely religious types who deliberately wish to steer
everything to disaster just to fulfill some idiotic verbiage in some idiotic book
they were taught to idiotically believe in. Is this something to wish for? My
answer to such questions is a type of “non-response” as I view this as a false
dichotomy that does not deserve a response.
There are those beings whose “job” it is at higher levels to keep the 3d physical
reality of this planet stable enough to permit the “correction energies” more time
to run their course. They will continue to help in this regard as long as necessary.
But as more humans to reject the impulse for survival at any price in favor of a
merciful end to a false existence, there will be less need to maintain the planetary
surface environment to suit humans. Perhaps, maybe, those at a higher level will
let things move ahead with a more rapid transformational process, since it will
not matter much anymore. Again, this is not something to be intending, or
hoping for, I am only calling your attention to this dynamic.
There are also those beings that operate some in the human and some in the next
levels up who are trying to be of some help, partly to fulfill their original intended
“programming” and partly to fulfill the new operating system and countermalware of the “correction energies”. Often these instructions come into conflict
as the beings try to do their best at both, not yet realizing there this may not be
possible. It is at this level that we find an influence of duality thinking
percolating up from the human level of density in which ideas and “fixes”
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continue to be tried every which-a-way to somehow make things “right” – or to
help humans in a transition, but to date, there are too few who are properly
prepared to take on such a role at the upper levels.
Relative to this, recently I made an invitational challenge to those at the upper
levels who believe they can and should be assisting humanity in a smother
transition. The offer expires immediately after midnight April 18th. It concerns
an approach to bridging duality and non-duality that I have discussed in various
contexts over recent years.
Over the years, I have raised the possibility of dramatic changes with the human
condition, from a state of default slavery and “enforced somnabulance” of daily
“life” to one of intensified suffering. This is quite contrary to notions of a
wonderful “golden age” beginning after 2012, etc. My posing this in such extreme
terms is also to help everyone consider the possibility that the human 3d life will
not improve in ay respect in the near term future five years or so and may get
much worse, materially. This is not an abstract thought exercise.
We are now entering a period of the greatest influence of the “correction
energies”, incoming solar and space energies contributing toward further
physical planetary changes, the likelihood of a major new level of warfare and
top-down social controls is growing very rapidly now, and of course the social
economic order is collapsing.
From various “future looking” sources there are renewed concerns over
something I discussed over the years: a confluence of growing human suffering,
human conflicts, escalating global warfare, and dramatic changes in the planetary
and solar environments.
I bring this up since we are reviewing everything to date. Certain events I
anticipated occurring in later 2008 and early 2009 did not occur, but some of
these may well be occurring this year into early 2013, perhaps some of the players
names will change and some of the locations change, but in general, the pattern
and overall effects do not change. The details are really not relevant, only that I
am going through old notes and correspondence and wanted to mention this
now. Why the change? I do not know. Perhaps it is a pattern that was correctly
identified but was delayed due some interplay on the darkside of human and
other.
I should also remind again that the “correction energies” does not and cannot and
will not distinguish between various ordinary human motivations that are based
upon the duality existence. This means that nations, wars, flags, elections and
economies are simply not relevant at those levels. However, It does recognize
those who intend spiritual truth and evolution and will work with them to aid this
process.
-ASK
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Letters from Alex

The Start of 2012
January 12, 2012
http://newearthsummit.org/forum/index.php/topic,1245.msg5699.html#msg5699

I am wishing everyone here the Grace and Beauty of their own Realizations as
spiritual beings and the discovery of their own true nature.
For the time being I will continue to write when there is something that seems to
be influencing a sufficient number of those who are at the leading edge of these
changes. They are the ones who I write for, and to use it to help focus efforts at
higher levels as well. These explanations and the background writings we have
published, largely coming from John Crawford and me, is helpful to those who
are most aware and involved in their own process and as it relates to the larger
transformation and ascension process. Helpful, but not essential. In a flash of
lightning, one can see all that had not been seen before.
We are now in a short period of the first three months of this year for those
higher level beings and their corresponding human selves to take in the higher
energies that are making inroads in to 3d density. Take these energies in, and let
them flow out through you.
Our higher self/soul being levels are getting the energies, some at the human
level are getting it (in that they are aware of it – most are not), and in the lower
levels of earthly matter there is an enormous clearing out process. So the
correction energies are working down from above, around our higher levels
where there is too much blockage and interference, and from sideways and below
our 3d being as well. So it is a “front door”, “aerial”, “basement”, and “side door”
movement of these energies. This three month period will allow as many more as
possible of human and other beings to move further into the larger
transformational process.
The more this works, the easier it will be for those who may be close behind, so to
speak.
One could look at this a bit like the process of drilling a large opening. First a
small pilot hole, then larger, etc. When you get to the finished size, very little
effort is needed. Another take on this simplistic analogy is that once the pilot hole
is drilled, there is a two-way link established. At that point working from below
and or above, the hole begins to widen and open further.
Since this is a special situation, remember that one can drill from below as well as
from above!
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Those who are in the process of these profound changes often find that the
process moves faster and faster and so they quickly can reach a point where they
really have little connection with the ordinary world, including little more to say
or do.
I am maintaining myself here in 3d as a direct point of reference, but eventually
this too will no longer be necessary or appropriate.
There are those who are predicting and/or advocating the violent destruction of
human civilization by divine or whatever influences can be brought to bear. Some
of these are die-hard fundamentalists literally hell-bent upon fulfilling some
absurd prophesies. Some are simply angry as hell about everything.
Then there are those who are predicting and/or advocating love and light, all will
be made “right” by the hand of “god” and that some new golden age will appear
here on Earth. And there are some higher level entities that continue at “setting
things right” among humans on earth. As usual, the main problem rests not at
the human level, but rather the next levels up.
And on it goes.
We have tried to explain the background dynamics to all this and continue to
advocate (and predict) the importance of attending to ones own higher spiritual
development and to continue detaching from human civilization and the bizarre
false realities that it is enveloped in and to this in every material and nonmaterial way possible. Furthermore, it is of great importance to connect in with
the highest of the correction energies and your own higher level being. If you are
having trouble connecting with your higher self, then seek a direct connection to
the higher Oneness for yourself. You may be doing a great service to all of you.
This period of the coming few months is essential to focus on this as if your the
evolution of your entire being depends upon it. Do the very least that is necessary
to maintain your human existence.
Please do not worry about everything all around you. Enjoy your tea and cookies
and find someplace to take a walk or be in or around the water. Continue to
simplify and detach from all that you can which may hold you back.
-ASK
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Why Creation in 3d?
(Well, otherwise it would be flat!)
January 14, 2012
http://newearthsummit.org/forum/index.php/topic,1127.msg5701.html#msg5701

For those who may be wondering again about the point of it all here on Earth,
given all that has not gone so well in this corner of creation…
One of the original impulses of higher level consciousness was to explore and
learn about the nature and dynamics of density, for its own sake as well as to help
develop more complete creation beings along the way. “Knowing oneself” is good
advice, and it should be no surprise that this also applies to “Creator of All”.
One of the core directives/impulses of prime creator was to send out myriad
individuations (presumably well inter-connected) that could carry forth some
fragments of creation/creator consciousness to the farthest reaches and density
of all that exists. This inter-connection was weakened and broken in many cases
due many reasons that we have discussed elsewhere.
That higher level beings persisted in sending more themselves into density
without knowing there was a serious and growing problem is a question that is
the subject of another essay that is about a system-level self-diagnostic in relation
to the correction energies. I will say that demonstration of this new level of
clearing from the top down should result in a noticeable improvement in two-way
connection with your own higher levels.
Human biology has served two purposes: one was to be a self-aware, semiautonomous vehicle through which higher consciousness may experience its own
individuation and the differentiation of Creator consciousness in detail. The other
was that human biology was to facilitate a bridge between the matter density and
non-physical existences. As awakened nascent creator-consciousness would
emerge from these deeper levels of individuation, this bridge would be made
“alive” by the self-aware (and individuated) consciousness of Creator. This
process was interfered with on earth with humans as well as elsewhere.
The human vehicle as it presently exists is excessively subordinate to lower
subconscient biological impulses to consume, excrete, procreate, and survive.
This is not necessary to the expression of 3d “human” physicality.
Consider instead, a biological vehicle that does not need to expend energy on
warding off decay and parasites and extracting chemicals from literally tons of
foodstuffs in order to healthily exist. Consider instead the possibility of thriving
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on pranic energy, a cup of water and enjoy the sensorium of fragrances and tastes
without becoming caught in the machinery of the extant biology? Life expectancy
could be extremely long as necessary. The next level up is light body of course.
This would then provide greater continuity of resident consciousness to more
fully explore and develop the merging of physical and non-physical levels of
existence.
Where might such a direct and dynamic access to matter lead? Consider for
example, a fully conscious, collective planetary-scale being that develops from
such a successful marriage of non-physical and physical consciousness and
energy. Such a collective entity may well decide to begin its own exploration of
manifest creation, perhaps creating new forms of spiritual expression on its
travels as an untethered planetary being.
-ASK
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Knowledge or Pathos?
January 15, 2012
I have deliberately discouraged ongoing diatribes at NES Forums that only
complain about the dark forces and all the pathology and evil that has wrought.
In the present context, such postings are more like hit and run graffiti and do not
contribute to the new consciousness. (The two articles immediately following this
represents one type of response to this problem.)
We have made more than a little effort to publish over the years various
background on the Dark, its origins and its mechanism, including its derivative in
the “as below” human realm. It is important to understand this, important to
recognize its “invisible hand”. But it is not a good thing to obsess over this in ways
that, in effect, accord a level of deliberate power and control that was never there
and most certainly is not the case today.
Why focus repeatedly on all the dark control mechanisms? Especially in this
manner that conveys such a degree of despairing hopelessness? Is there a point
to this? An insight that will contribute to ascension, etc.?
I have never concerned myself with what astrologers claim is such and such.
These astrologic things are more about what to avoid -- like the bus coming
down the road. Not to ascribe or presume inordinate determining power to
them. Never was the case. Never. In the old days before the global religious head
trip, it was all about “what do the presumed gods would “favor or disfavor”. So
people would pay some priest-caste-astrologer types to “divine” their destiny etc.
This was an social-control con-job.
It is one thing to analyze these things to understand them a little better and
demonstrate ways for others to comprehend the ways of the dark side, this. But
even more now, I find it unnecessary and pointless since those who understand
this mostly do, and those who do not, will probably never “get it”.
Over the recent few years, it was very important to help those who were becoming
more spiritually conscious to finish connecting the dots and get on with their
business of spiritual evolutionary movement and ascension. It was in that context
that a few of us endeavored to publish these analyses. Not to stimulate despair
and fear into people. Of course some would unfortunately only see that part of it
and not the larger picture. But we did our best in that regard covered most of all
this fairly well, including astrology.
The planets and stars still appear roughly in the same places. Mostly. But
everything has changed. Consider that.
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But these things only really control you if you give them too much power. Yes, of
course they have some influence and it is fine to be aware of that, but it is not
healthy to ascribe much power to these things. They rely on people incorrectly
presuming that planetary and zodiacal alignments are so important that they
determine practically everything, govern practically everything.
If that were true, I would never have bothered to do any of the work I have done,
and we all might as well just forget the whole scene as so totally hopeless and
offering nothing to learn while here.
In short, this is what the dark side wants: surrender to them.
And if one gives this too much of ones attention, then there is no energy for
anything else. (Please read this last sentence again.)
Eventually one will have dissipated a critical level of ones spiritual energy and the
usual bodily death spiral will commence. Usually not a pleasant path since
objectively it is an unconscious one and so much at odds with being spiritual
conscious.
So, let us focus on being complete with our learning of density and focus on being
complete internally. This helps to focus and recover enormous reservoirs of
spiritual energy, especially in the reconnection process to higher energies.
There really is nothing to prove otherwise and this existence has never been
about martyrdom. Only the dark likes to promote martyrdom and dying gods.
-ASK
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“Foreign Installation”
December 23, 2011
http://newearthsummit.org/forum/index.php/topic,1346.msg5614.html#msg5614

Careful how you look at this. Be very careful. This leads into some hellish astral
dimensions.
This stuff is straight from the Castenada books and is now being heavily
promoted by John Lamb Lash, a modern day teacher who has been moving more
and more into innovative dark side agendas as he shifted from establishing the
appearance of himself as intellectually dominant in the intellectual world of
“gnostic” history. In many ways this is similar to the game Ken Wilber played to
establish his dominance among certain tendencies of the population and from
that position, promote facets of the new dark side agendas to people with too
much abstract learning and not enough spiritual knowing.
So are you stating here that humans should reject the higher self? For those
whose higher selves have become moribund, that would be appropriate to seek
the higher levels beyond the fallen realm. Thus establish a fresh new connection
to Creator of All, etc. There are many humans selfs today who are practically cut
off from their higher levels due any number of problems along the way. One of
these is through various forms of self-abuse, another is an unexpected
degeneration of the higher level being.
I find this schema to be helpful in differentiating what is important:
 There is the human ego-personality self
 There is the human sub-conscient levels
 There is a human higher mind
 There is also a higher self/soul self being that projects a portion of itself to
help form a human self that mostly only thinks of itself as a human.
Unless you are “possessed” by a dark side entity or a synthetic being, you are
probably a human self formed through the influence of a projection from a higher
level being or soul being. Most soul beings/higher level beings are still in their
infancy and relatively un-evolved, otherwise they would have taken greater care
with their explorations of density through the human self.
They also were beset in their realm by the unexpected power of the dark and
many of these beings have suffered substantial damage and infection. It is one of
the purposes of the higher correction energies to rectify this as much as possible.
The higher being in this realm usually has a problem in maintaining an adequate
flow with its human projection in this realm -- one based upon separation from
self, from other selfs, from higher self, and from higher creator and the All.
But this can be transcended.
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Sooner or later, though the human self that is transcending "itself" learns of its
true nature and origins.
It is essential to that stage of completion, to the conscious ascension process.
Talk of the "psyche" being as a "foreign installation" is one of the foundational
elements to "human sovereignty" – an emerging variation on the dark force
paradigm and its cosmic hubris.
So is this what is being promoted by this?
To deliberately turn the awakening human self against its own origins? Such a
path has no future and its terminal and diseased state is already in evidence.
I must be very blunt and speak very plainly about this.
If the point of discussing this is to offer some other insight, then please clarify.
However, to make such simplistic statements is comparable to rejecting the
higher light altogether and fall into a state of spiritual nihilism that eventually
provides a ground for a new dark force.
The implications of this bear closely upon the future of the human vehicle and its
planetary environment as things presently stand.
Readers might pay close attention to the recent four A-List updates that address
many of these concerns.
-Alex
PS – Re: Archons, etc.
Yes, there are “archonic” like beings and other entities that are interdimensional
and manipulate the mind and subtle energies to suit themselves. They are
parasite upon the mind and the subtle energies. But you do not need to pay
attention to them and in many cases they will leave you alone if they cannot get
any satisfaction through manipulating you. But giving in to inner torments, etc. is
like giving them “carte blanche”.
So once one is aware of this problem and that it can affect you in waking and
ngiht dreaming states, then one is clued in and does not need to “play their
game”.
But there is no point in directing humans who are barely awakened to their own
social reality to "confront" these entities, other than to be awre and not play any
of their "games". This includes the "malware-memes" of social control beliefs
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that trick humans into behaving as their own jailors and then complaining they
do not like the conditions.
Other than the obvious, that humans are not prepared to deal with such things,
there is greater reality that is is no need to. Just as there is no need to dissipate
ones energy into impossible and totally misguided notions of social revolution
against the human overlords.
With a little discipline and practice this usually ca be stopped. But it also
requires staying away from all the dark stuff out there. Doom and gloom
thoughts, despairing over the pointlessness of everything, etc. Sometimes
outside help is needed, but with that, one cannot afford to back slide imagining
“all is well”.
There is so much to learn of the realm density while here. The dots are connected
as never before. At some point though, if one dopes not exercise new increments
of true free will, then it will atrophy or vanish away leaving only the banal choices
of the human “life”.
-ASK
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Desolation
December 23 2011
http://newearthsummit.org/forum/index.php/topic,1346.msg5616.html#msg5616

To follow on to the previous December 23rd posting: As below, there are humans
who are rejecting everything about this life. Some will be predators on others,
some will withdraw into their own shell, some will become anarchist-nihilists and
revel in their being against everything.
Anarchy and nihilism offer nothing. There is no bond of trust formed, only
commonweal of being “anti-(fill in the blank)”. Without bonds of trust, there is no
real caring or service and without these, there can be no connection to higher
creational intelligence, higher Oneness.
If there is a serious problem with ones higher self connection and kicking it in its
butt doesn’t work, then the human self can and should seek out the higher order
energies of true creation -- a direct path if you like. This is the potential of a
nascent awakening human self, whether it is in connection with a higher level self
or not. This much I have discussed in many recent writings. One path is through
the heart, another is through the space between the "cellular atoms" where the
Dark does not have access. .
But it simply does not work to promote spiritual nihilism that rejects all higher
levels. What is the attractor? Like to like. A spiritual “anarcho-nihilism” with no
higher common bond than rejection of all things of higher vibrational states – the
Dark or the True Light.
Do you see the problem here? Objectively this only gives rise to a new form of the
Dark force, one seeded in the partially awakened human awareness, angry at
creator and all that is for its situation on earth.
But what this operationally shares in common, regardless of the professed beliefs,
is that of separation from the light, from higher Oneness, from The All.
This is a very desolate.
-ASK
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Ascension, "Issues" with Higher Self, and the
New Energies
December 24, 2011
http://newearthsummit.org/forum/index.php/topic,1349.msg5620.html#msg5620
http://newearthsummit.org/forum/index.php/topic,1349.msg5621.html#msg5621

The “higher self” or “soul being” is not some all-knowing, perfected entity. If it
were, well, things would not be the way things are at the human level of earthly
3d density.
One might regard the divine spark of Light as “perfect” but how is it
operationalized? How is it “self-Realized”? By this I am referring to its actual
conscious development, not the vagueness of unlimited potential. Unlimited
potential may be the case, but it is only “potential” and not actualized.
As above, so below, and vice versa. This is an important pattern concept to grasp.
It is one of the ways in which I make direct comparisons between human 3d
levels and higher vibrational states. It is not just a clever literary or didactic tool.
It is a description of a genuine situation in which one could say the lower orders
are derivatives and a reflection of the higher orders.
This realm is one in which the Dark forces have long overlaid and interpenetrated
themselves. The manifestations at the vibrational states closest to 3d density are
directly connected to the “long momentum” of the initial problem that gave rise
to a dark force and a “duality of separation” to begin with. While this original
error was terminated and removed, it propagated a substantial portion of
creational “space” and initially encapsulated the human-earth creational garden.
Now the entirety of this realm is held and contained by the higher orders of
creation to correct these levels of the problem.
The human ego-personality is unfortunately heavily conditioned to seek blame
and to shame. When one ceases to think as if “human” and think from a relatively
higher level, new perspectives are gained. However, these perspectives are
useless unless connected to genuine 3d density experience and learning that can
lead to true Knowing. So your human embodiment is of greater value and
importance, more so now than ever! And how you maintain or conduct yourself
is matter of what is appropriate to your development and capacities.
I have written before that there are some human selfs that are developing in
surprising ways as nascent spiritual beings in their own right. But this is only
possible when connected to the higher Oneness of true creation. The alternative
is spiritual hubris and leads to the formation of a variation of the Dark error.
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This nascent “spiritual seed” (“you”) may or may not retain a human body. This
nascent “spiritual seed” may become a crucial element within its initial higher
self/soul being. This nascent spiritual seed being, may or may not form new
relationship with other beings. In all instances this must be in the context and in
connection with the higher Oneness.
So many higher self/soul beings suffered serious damage from their exposure to
the fallen realm. This might be compared to varying capacities of different human
bodies to tolerate varying levels dangerous atomic radiations.
This is one of the reasons that fragments of so many higher self/soul beings in
effect littered the astral realms with ghosts of their human and other incarnations
relative to Earth and other locales. Why were these larger beings so unaware,
perhaps careless even in their actions? Why so sloppy in how they effected their
human or other density planes projections? Rather than shame or blame and
reject the higher spiritual Light by a human self that is barely awake yet, consider
how circumstances of a fallen realm with myriad deceptions of virtual realities
could cause such catastrophic chaos and how difficult it would be to cleanup the
mess.
This is all directly comparable to looking at how the human selfs carry on upon
planet Earth – always under the influence of human, ET-alien, and higher
dimensional dark forces. Today we see the end of this degenerated train of
existence. It is no wonder that humans continue to live so wretchedly.
But there is no shame or blame in this. It simply is the most likely outcome of a
badly distorted situation. Now that you know this, the question becomes what
will do with this knowledge? Will it blossom into a higher spiritual gnosis that
facilitates your own completions process? If so, then one will look back, as if in
retrospect and know that whatever happened, the result was worth it all. Even if
you also vow “never again!”
The circumstances of the lower density levels and the upward rippling effects into
the higher levels were not understood at the higher levels and repeatedly “agents”
of the Light failed to return or failed to return a sufficient signal through which to
convey the needed “intelligence” from which effective corrections could be
formulated or configured.
Likewise, one can see how higher self / soul beings lost their connections to their
projections in 3d density without realizing that the effects of a human lifetime of
impressions led to a type of semi-permanent astral existence that still retained a
sense of “self”.
Likewise, with a damaged or severed connection to their human level projections,
one could legitimately observe the extent of the “walking dead” among 7 billion
animated humans.
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Throw into this mix the problem of dark entities running a human presence,
remotely or directly through projecting something of themselves, and one can see
what a mess things became.
Rather than despair, consider that this is now better understood and the effects
have been to help guide the correction energies here.
Now we have a roughly 2 to 3 month period from now during which those who
“volunteer” themselves to the higher light and correction energies will be in effect
a self-selecting test bed. No matter how this works out, the results are essential
to the next stage of the changes.
The better the human self that is more spiritually, psychologically, physically
prepared, the more ones capacity to take to these energies will be. There is no
pass/fail grade. What is simply will be. But as an awakening spiritual self, each
one here can play an active role in this process. If at times the energies are too
much, back off a little and rest and reflect, then return with renewed capacity.
This is not unlike intelligent physical exercise and not over-doing it, expecting
miraculous results in one weekend!
While I continue to explain that the results of this are not to be sought or found in
the external human world, they are to be sought and found in your own higher
level connections to these energies and higher Creation.
Some may find that a direct connection through heart, mind, or the space
between your “atomic cells” provides an additional conduit, perhaps this will be
in addition to an improved connection with higher self/soul self as well. For each
of us this is a unique situation with unique and ongoing changes.
So again, the desired evidence of changes at the 3d level will be found in this
intimate and highly expansive space of all of your own being in relation to true
Creation. In each case it will be configured in unique ways, so do not presume or
assume any formulaic or rigid model for this. Each will be unique and the
combination of so many “uniquenesses” make for a more complete and greater
whole.
So all of Creation is calling Itself in, those soul beings and higher level beings are
being enabled to call all of themselves in, and those projections as human or
other that receive this signal can in turn participate in effect in their own “self
rescue” in returning to their true spiritual “home”.
As above, so below.
Stay in touch. Let us know how you are doing.
-ASK
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The Experiment
December 26, 2011

http://newearthsummit.org/forum/index.php/topic,1350.msg5627.html#msg5627

Important: Recently I wrote of a new stage of the correction energies in
reaching into 3d density. I referred to it as a 3 month “experiment”, lasting into
March at the latest. This is partly in response to ongoing frustration that too
little is in tangible evidence of the higher energies in 3d.
One of the reasons for this seeming lack of effect is that the higher energies have
been working gently and carefully so as not to “burn out” those who otherwise
could be significant guides and conduits for the new energies into 3d density.
The other reason is that the higher levels are somewhat limited in their ability to
do this due to the problems of the isolation and separation that has prevailed
with the 3d earth-human environment.
At some point none of this will matter much and whatever will be, will be. But
for now there is a major effort to assist in the extraction of the greatest amount
of spiritual learning possible from this realm. By spiritual learning, I do not
mean reading all the rubbish printed by humans, I refer rather to the actual and
real learning by awakening human selfs and their higher counterparts of the
dynamics and essence of 3d density.
-ASK
These “experiments” are just that. No one at any level has any idea of what will
come of these, only in a very general sense. I am calling attention to this since
many are very frustrated they are not noticing more dramatic changes at their 3d
human level of awareness. And so at the higher levels this has been the response:
to work with those who “show up” to do this additional energetic work. I am sure
there will be some sort of “bell curve” distribution – perhaps a heavily skewed
one. Some will have remarkable breakthroughs, some will have noticeable
changes, some will have negative reaction, and some will not notice much.
Those most keen on being directly involved in this larger transformation process
have mostly “shown up, and by January more will be “in the mix”. A couple of
months of “cooking, stirring, simmering” should provide further indication of
how to tweak the energies to support the spiritual changes among a much larger
group of humans.
So this is all about whether those beings that have a human presence here have
elected themselves to “show up” to play an active role in these changes. If some
human presences read these words or “get the memo” at another level of
awareness, they could perhaps help wake up the rest of their own higher levels to
“get with the program”.
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I have tried to explain in various ways over the recent years and months that
without good support at the intermediate levels, the correction energies and
larger transformational processes cannot be configured in an optimal way. At the
intermediate level closest to the human 3d vibrational state, there is a noticeable
lack of support.
This is like a “Catch-22” situation in which one the one hand, if there are not
enough intermediate levels beings who truly understand the situation at the
lower levels and who are truly working with the higher correction energies, then
this limits the capacity of the higher level energies to configure itself accordingly
for optimum results that reach into 3d density.
On the other hand, due to the appalling situation here, there are not enough
intermediate beings, including some with advanced human presences here who
understand the situation well enough. Thus the higher level energies are really
unable to work efficiently enough with embodied presences here.
So this has been one of the purposes to our work over the recent few years: to
help connect the dots for more beings here with a human presence and to help
them accelerate and deepen their own learning on behalf of their own higher
levels and totality of being.
What are the risks? I do not know. I guess the main “risk” is being more fully
conscious and perhaps having some strange experiences. Perhaps one will be
unable to drive a car or tolerate being involved with other humans who are not in
this process. I do not know. I really do not see any “downside risks”. One might
consider a “risk” to be the annihilation of the illusion of the human self and the
distortions imposed by a diseased human civilization. For some this is not a
downside risk, rather it is a tremendous gain. However, there is no going back.
Some will imagine all this to the figments of ones imagination and will read of
this with only a passing intellectual interest, others will recognize this to be of
vital concern.
What else is there for any being that is moving toward spiritual awakening and
spiritual evolution?
-Alex
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Future Considerations and a Hinge Point
December 17 2011
Note: Last December (2010) I wrote this in response to certain levels of
Intelligences” and later thought I would share this with everyone. As it turns
out this was never completed and perhaps it is just as well. Now it can be read
in a more useful context of this set of discussions that have not been published
before.
There is a scenario under consideration at higher levels up from human 3d; one
in which human civilization will have mostly failed from wars, economic collapse,
planetary cataclysms, and collective strife. During this period, there would be
pockets of awakened and embodied human presences of the "light" amidst
pockets of humans who remain under the spell of duality and the Dark. By this I
refer to the dark control patterning that was imbedded by the Dark within the
human consciousness. It takes advantage of the certain impulses of the socialtribal animal (human vehicle) –one which is also internally conflicted from
apparent self-centeredness. Eventually only that of the higher vibrational
energies will be able to continue while the planet continues to be energetically
and materially transformed. This process may takes years, decades or longer
more.
I wish to make clear that at these levels of consciousness, the question is not one
of whether to intervene to “rescue” humans from whatever. Nor is it something
perverse. It is more a matter of likely outcomes. If anything could be regarded as
an intervention, it would be focused around the extent and rate of change to the
planetary environment. This would most likely result in a large change in the
human population.
(Once one stops thinking, like a “human”, about “humans”, then an expanded
awareness and new clarity can occur. Thus, it is not a question of “humans”,
rather it is a question of how to facilitate the most spiritual growth and
evolution that will be greatest benefit to the greater soul beings that have a
human presence. See a difference between these two ways of looking at the
situation?)
Such a scenario could serve as a prolonged "graduation" lesson for many higher
level beings, since their human level presences would have to come to the point of
rejecting the ways of duality and the dark –to the point of learning much in the
process. This would provide additional time in which more human level
presences (selfs) could become more fully awakened to their true nature thus
propelling their higher levels even further along their own evolutionary paths.
(Again, this cannot be judged from a human-level perspective.)
Let me express this from a different angle: soul beings that have not been able to
handle having a 3d presence may be given an extension as the extant human
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population plays out over the coming years. There are those soul beings that
have, objectively speaking, not been very responsible with their human
presences. Until they learn how to handle having an individuation at this level of
density, there may be some “restrictions” placed on them.
From the introductory pages to the December 2011 A-List Update is the
following:
It is not known what the capacity will be of our higher levels of being to
retrieve lost fragments of themselves, particularly those lost in this fallen
realm. Everyone is aware one type of such fragmenting, floating around as
“ghosts” of formerly incarnate humans. Why have these fragments not been
reconnected to their primary soul body? In so many instances, these
fragments seem unaware they are in some in between realm. But then there
is the question of why they are not “taken in” by the larger being that
initially was involved through these human vehicles. I do not have a definite
answer to offer, except to say that this is only one indicator of how serious
the problems have been in this fallen realm and points to limitations in the
ability of our higher level being to properly account for all of itself. In
interacting with such “ghosts” of human selfs, so often it is simply help them
return back to their ocean of Source and to let go of the illusions of their
former existence.
Does this sound familiar? Instead of “ghosts” of those not embodied,
substitute “humans”. Now imagine how it might be helping humans to let
go of the illusions of what they imagine to be “life” (existence) and return to
their higher levels of being or Source.
I would also add that this occurs in other locales in the fallen sector with
other sorts of beings from other planets, etc. not of Earth. But it is not as
pronounced as it is here. Yes, there are also those larger soul beings that
have become “seriously lost” in the sense of lacking an adequate connection
to Source. But “The All” is calling all of itself in, like a homing beacon and
tractor beam. So all will is not lost, at least to my perspectives on this.
And from a separate article:
"Entering into this sector is a risky matter, most especially for those from
the non-fallen portion of Creation. This risk includes “dark light” being
mixed in with and assembled with the “true light”. This makes it very
difficult for spiritual beings to re-unify their energy bodies and
reunify with their own higher self. This in turn becomes a convenient
rationale for blaming an “incorrect” humanity for the existence of polarity
and the dark forces."
Much will depend on how all things considered will play out. This situation of the
correction energies enveloping the dark zone and reaching now into 3d requires a
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little time in which to be tried and evaluated. It is my impression that this will
take a few months or so to see how a sufficient fraction of representative humans
will respond. If promising enough, this process could run through its main stages
fairly quickly. My speculation as of this writing is perhaps in less than a year or
two. This is speculation, informed perhaps, but it is still speculation. After period,
the balance of the process would be largely determined by how the higher
correction energies’ presence among humans would be able to affect many more
of those humans who are still embodied on this Earth. How long the whole
process may take is not knowable at this time.
While some material aid provided by specific agencies of the “correction
energies” is anticipated, this is not what is primarily a determining factor. Such
forces, that at a human level may be considered to be highly evolved “ET” types,
are still “on hold” until more direct involvement is required. If enough of the
human matrix cannot be cleared and corrected sufficiently, no amount of
material aid will make any difference and would could even hinder such a
process.
-ASK
PS:
Consider the implications of recent NES postings and “A-List” Updates on the
theme of “What Remains?” concerning the nature of what regards itself as
“human”.
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The Learning
December 28, 2011
http://newearthsummit.org/forum/index.php/topic,1350.msg5639.html#msg5639

Note: I will prepare a more detailed response when I have time, but I was just
asked are we "merely" learning how lightbody is reacting to/in 3d and it this
which first caught my attention this morning.
In various ways, I have tried to explain that from my perspectives that the
“learning” has to do with the very nature and dynamics of 3d and related density.
It has also to do with the nature and dynamics of individuation –in the case of
human experience, as a semi-autonomous individuation of a larger scale being
that in turn is trying to fulfill its impulse to learn and explore the fullest possible
reaches of manifest creation.
This is all part of a larger process of learning the various facets of becoming a
creator being, or becoming part of a larger creator being.
This potential and learning "requirement" has always been implicated in 3d
density presence. Hence the significance of my earlier questions to everyone as
to what it is they have learned from their immediate human presence, that of all
human presence now, and that of the entirety of all human presence on this
Earth.
The more we understand at our human level, the better our larger presence can
grow and experience. In turn even more is shared through our/its human
presence.
There is no pass/fail, no right or wrong answers. But it is requested that our
human presences use their gifts of intellect and feeling to help assemble coherent
information for their larger collective self. Hence, I re-position the question "Are
you the one?" as asked by our higher level self. Are you the one who will help
make us all more complete and contribute in some way to freeing our totality of
being to move on in its evolution? No pressure. Just a thought. But it is an
important one. So many beings have sent portions of themselves into this density
and have either lost track of these various facets, or have been impacted by the
Dark influence through this process. Rare indeed are those beings that succeeded
in their earlier forays here.
We are now at the culmination of this vast collective process, confused as it has
been at times. And so it is that we, here and now, can draw upon the ENTIRETY
of all of this learning, all of it.
-ASK
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Why Am I Here and What is Being Learned?
http://newearthsummit.org/forum/index.php/topic,1350.msg5658.html#msg5658

January 8, 2012
It is not my place or anyone else’s for that matter to tell someone what they are
learning or the details of why. I have in effect shared a portion of some known
processes in the material presented over recent years. In short, it has been a
montage of real time reporting from various levels of existence – from the highest
levels I can articulate in English to the levels of human 3d and lower still.
I have tried to explain that while “we” are “here” in 3d, as projections of a larger
being, the question is always “are ‘you’ the one”? Meaning, are you (human self
projection) going to provide crucial missing pieces of the larger puzzle for the
evolutionary development of the “all of you”? Are you “the one” to also be here,
in density, to experience the larger transformation and to help make this more
thorough a process form the lower to the higher levels for all of your greater
being?
Speaking for myself, this becomes balanced by the simple guidelines of
maintaining a physical presence in 3d for as long as it is appropriate and
tolerable. Thus this shifts this to a unique process for myself.
As to the “learning”, this is unique to each. If all ones “takes away” is that it is
hell on earth, then that is all one takes away from ones being here. Of course,
many are learning and processing in a compartmentalized dreamtime and waking
time process. And we are often unable to articulate what is going on. Partly this is
because it is more than the human linear process of thinking can allow. Those
who can process across multiple channels simultaneously without mentally
interrupting the flow, can sample the entire process every so often and thus
follow and explain the progress of the process.
As to conscious learning from 3d, I have tried to explain the energetic process as
well. As the human self (or whatever level is the focus of the initiation) begins to
connect a few of their localized energy centers and to connect with some of their
non-localized energy centers of higher being, then a direct line of connection
begins to be established. A pipeline. It does not stop there. It is then possible to
look “infinitely outward” across one or more bands of vibraitonal state, 3d, 5d,
10d, n-d etc. and begin to assemble a more comprehensive knowing of the
greater reality of What Is (the Isness). In short from the bizarre mess of human
3d, it is possible to learn much about the dynamics of 3d density. Learning about
this enables ones greater being to develop more of what is needed along the
pathways to its own greater evolution, perhaps as a fledgling creator being.
If all that is learned is “limited” (vastly expansive as it may be) to higher
vibrational states, then the greater being, and by extension all of creation,
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becomes limited in its ability to know Itself, and how better to Be, how to Create,
how to Play, and how to go Beyond Itself.
-ASK

PS
Related material can be found at:
http://www.pfcn.net/Bulletins/Update-Feb-Mar-2011-Complete.pdf
http://www.pfcn.net/Bulletins/Making%20Things-New%20Creation.pdf
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Each of Us A Conduit for the Correction
Energies, and more…
January 8, 2012
http://newearthsummit.org/forum/index.php/topic,1350.msg5662/topicseen.html#ms
g5662

But here and now I want to say to everyone who is aware of these “correction
energies”, however they may be aware of their presence and however they may
describe these and what it may portend: Certainly, take these energies in through
all of your being to assist in your transformational processes and the deletion of
what can not possibly serve your own higher development as a spiritual being.
But in so doing, also allow these energies to flow THROUGH you. You do not and
should not need to “direct” them. These energies have a type of built-in
“guidance”. Just let it flow through you. In this way your own capacity will grow
rapidly and so will the process of the larger changes that may concern you and
your own greater being.
Allowing and encouraging these energies to flow through you will help accelerate
their effect in the lower density levels of 3d and related vibrational space. In
effect you become one of many “backdoors” for these energies to their work.
In addition, this acts as a built in regulator to prevent premature “overloading” of
your systems. A continuous flow will serve you very well and be part of a greater
service as well.
-ASK
PS.
Re: "Groundedness":
Naturally, there is much nonsense about telling someone to "be more grounded",
but there was also a facet of this notion that many are now coming into their own
at this last minute of the last hour and will better know the meaning of an
expression that has made the rounds: "We are here to go". Some may wonder if
this is crazy talk. It is not to my perspectives. "We" in this case refers to more of
what the greater light that we are connected with. For some it is intially higher
self/soul being. For others it is a more direct connection to The All.
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The Learning and The Leaving
January 8, 2012
Consciously "leaving" this plane of existence requires two major elements: inner
and outer completion -- and a joining of ones subconscient levels with the
personal self. For each this process is unique of course. For some it will be more
automatic and easier than for others. And as such there is no one single method.
What I am describing is some what can lead to a more fully conscious process.
We have laid a foundation for most of this over the course of a few years of
publishing this material to help those who are paying attention to connect the
dots for themselves and to be prepared for some very major changes that are now
becoming imminent. We have also tried to explain why some of these changes
have been delayed and then some.
Without repeating too much what has already been discussed in various ways, I
will try to summarize here what I can.
Detachment and Completions:
There is the process of becoming more complete with your existence in your body
as a human self. Entanglements occur with others and the larger sphere of
human distractions. Thus the question of detachment can come to forefront in
your process from time to time. Then there are your internal completions with
regard to your own wish-lists and other “unfinished business”. This of course
touches upon your own attachments to your human existence. Attachments do
not need to be judged as negative or positive. They are what they are. But it is
important to recognize them and address them and know them. Some have been
accumulated over time and may no longer serve where you are going as a
spiritual being. You do not want to go cliff climbing or sailing or skydiving and
not be aware of all those ropes and cords and ties. Some could be very important
at different stages of your experience.
Are you distracted by attachments to something of the human realm? War?
Peace? Earthchanges? The “economy”? Your retirement account? Finishing a
degree? Who is elected head of a country? Price of oil? Your children? Etc. …
Most humans will continue on in this mode, some actually working to be a “good
person” in everything they do. This is totally understandable since most humans
only regard themselves as humans first and foremost, not as spiritual beings first
and foremost. Thus it is should not be any surprise that most humans are unable
to access true free will as a spiritual being. And thus it is no surprise that humans
continue to think only in limited and constricted prescribed ways.
Even with those closest to you in your human life, consider how they too are all
projection of a larger being. They do not “belong” to you and you do not and
cannot really control their lives.
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In November 2007, we published a short piece on awakened community and new
earth. This was to lay some basis for what has developed and now we are nearing
some important concluding stages that will give way for something else for ones
existence. This was to introduce something beyond the belief system research we
did in 2000 that disclosed some possible social pathways to an easier conscious
transition for so many, regardless of spiritual inclinations.
In our most recent work from 2007 onward, we anticipated what is coming now
and tried to introduce simple guiding principles that apply to many vibrational
levels of existence and would serve some humans here on Earth to prepare
something of a transitional state to ascension consciousness through awakened
community. These principles were derived from the new creational process that
began in earnest. Trust, caring, service, within the large context of the higher
Oneness. Link: http://www.pfcn.net/Bulletins/Awakened%20Community%20Nov%2007.pdf. These principles can be applied at any level of society – of two
people or collections of people. They can also be applied internally to ones own
process.
As one finds ways to detach from the external distraction of the human realm and
to minimize what is needed to maintain a reasonably tolerable and healthy
human existence, then comes the bigger ongoing pursuit to the question of “what
remains”? This usually leads to the questions of “who or what are you, really?”
This is something we have opened up for consideration in the most recent
months of A-List Updates and NES forum postings.
Who or What Are You, Really?
Somewhere around this point of internal “investigations” there comes a point
where there is the question of the relationship of the true you to your lower level
you that is closest in relationship with your material form and all that is
associated with it. It is like a loyal partner who will keep carrying you along in the
physical realm as long as you seem to require it and as long as it has the capacity
for this.
Here I wish to make it very clear that this subconsient or lower level you is not to
be confused with the lower energy levels as described in the “crystal body”
exercises. Rather, it is simply a facet or layer of your 3d self. Okay?
In your own personal completions process and assessment of what you have
derived by way of deeper spiritual learning of density and higher levels, there
comes a point where you are approaching being truly complete and have
identified with a high attractor. This is always a relative to your own being. There
is no “magic threshold” or measurement of xx.xx%, etc.
The completions process is an important achievement that most humans never
experience. Those who do may arrive at this at the end of their human lifetime or
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precipitated by physical health crisis or near-death experience. One way of
contemplating all this is to work at it as “as if real” – what if you had only (___
period of time) to live?
The breakthrough of realizing your own true nature is even more extraordinary.
And these are extraordinary times.
During various out-of-body (OBE) situations, sooner or later, the lower self and
the physical body will call the adventuring “you” – the OBE traveler – back to the
body self state. Of course you may retain memories, etc. but are you really ready
to completely leave? How can you when you are in effect leaving behind that
which maintains your physical existence here has a job to dutifully and reliably
(usually) to perform?
So, what is your high attractor? What have you to contribute that is new to your
larger being that sent part of itself to develop “you” a semi-autonomous
projection of itself into 3d density? As I have rhetorically asked before, “are you
the one”? Meaning, are you the one to help complete an important part of your
greater self’s exploration and problems of 3d density levels of creation? If your
human self does not get to the point of writing or speaking of this, that is fine.
What is important is that you are at least aware of this to some extent and as you
reconnect/return to your greater being, you will be helped in assembling more of
this special learning.
(I would add here that the completions process is also a healing process in many
ways and the more one can attend to this while still embodied in this reality, the
less work will be needed once you shift into your higher levels of being.)
And so, it becomes easier to develop a new relationship with the subconscient
levels of your self. Spiritual disciplines that aim to subjugate or delete this level of
self usually fail badly to achieve the humanly desired results. But imagine a
different sort of conversation in which your ever-loyal lower levels of self get to
share in the vision of high attractor. Excitement develops that there is a new
journey ahead and that all of you gets to share in this new adventure, even if
there is no longer a human physical body. When this internal joining takes place
you are becoming very free. You cannot lie or trick yourself, your lower levels
know. So, talk to yourself. All of yourself.
Some who have experienced extraordinary states of consciousness, have found
that at some point something/someone other than their body self is nudging/
tractoring them back to 3d. How many are clear about their journey to make their
case for not returning and not having unfinished business? Rare few.
So perhaps during a fully conscious OBE you do not return to your resting body.
Perhaps you do not wake from a deep and extraordinary sleep. These are not
great spiritual secrets, and I am merely describing ways in which this process can
and does occur in seemingly ordinary ways. Also, with the new energies, there is
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the increased possibility for a fuller, more conscious connection with your own
higher levels of being and others. This in turn contributes toward developing a
clearer picture of various high attractors, and in redefining ones terms of
existence extending into lower levels of density.
And yes, there are the more extraordinary instances of the body itself literally
vibrating into higher vibrational state. But this is not a prerequisite.
In various articles on the ascension and transformation processes, we have
discussed the transfer of consciousness from the human 3d body focus of being to
some other, usually higher vibratory state. For some this may mean they have a
new lightbody vehicle waiting for them to transfer to. For some it may be more a
point-consciousness. It is different for each, even if the process may exhibit
shared elements. Some have already begun a plan for continuity into a new
human body that may allow for a full continuity of human consciousness
spanning more than this life, and very likely a highly awake and aware state. This
will be one way that a transitional and spiritually conscious human will develop
quickly out of the present day chaotic mess. This process is already underway
with some. Some are only beginning to explore this, like a considering various
travelguides to new places before booking tickets.
The surprise of moving into a fuller state of conscious 24/7 for even those
spiritually focused is a very major step from the default point of view of a human
believing themselves to be a “human”. Very major.
-ASK
Postscript:
I know there are those here who are becoming more and more keen about leaving
this reality and “going home”. This is a good time to review all options, including
new possibilities for ones development by continuing some ongoing new
relationship with this realm, perhaps from a higher vibratory state. Who knows, if
and when you do return to whatever/wherever “higher home” may be, you will
have so much to contribute then and there. Who knows, perhaps through the
process going on here this will not be an either or decision, and you may find
yourself greater self spanning two very different realms and reconnected to a
higher Oneness.
Supplementary:
See page 34 of the February-March 2011 A-List Update, “Notes on
Vibrational Levels and Ascension”- Link:
http://www.pfcn.net/Bulletins/Update-Feb-Mar-2011-Complete.pdf

Page 7 of the September 2011 Update, “Personality Self and Ascension –
Structures of Individuation”
http://www.pfcn.net/Bulletins/Update-September-2011.pdf
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Leaving the old and familiar for something else…

“Departures”
February 18, 2012

Many are preparing for “departure”. What form their “departure” takes is mostly
unknown even to those who know they are at this stage in their evolutionary
process. Many who are more conscious of the larger picture are working in some
capacity with the “correction energies”. In many respects there are many forms
of “departure”, all related to the larger transformation and ascension process.
Now through March is an especially crucial period and will determine much of
what is to come for this realm in general and especially for humans on earth.
In response, I offered the following for people to adopt/adapt in their daily
routine, especially now, more than ever. It is also included in this Update.
http://newearthsummit.org/forum/index.php/topic,1161.msg5485.html#msg5485

This “invocation” I have suggested has been of help to some who have applied it.
There are also many who have found little to no higher self connection and to
them I urge patience and to focus on establishing a direct path for their
awakening human selves, one that initially bypasses whatever limits there may be
to the higher self connection. For some, they may already be the focus of their
higher self and thus “they are it”, but not yet aware of this. (!)
As readers know, I am reluctant to publish anything that states a human calendar
timetable of xyz events to occur in the human or higher levels. But it is my sense
that for some now time is short and we will really have a better idea of what this
means following the end of March.
My main message, to all who have the capacity for it, is to pay attention at ones
human level to the deeper lessons and learning that will be of benefit to the
spiritual evolution of ones greater being and that could contribute to the larger
process. This is all about detachment and completions. It is possible that the
seemingly isolated human level of being will find something amazing through all
this. Nevertheless, those who do not will be helped in this regard upon their
passing from their human 3d physical presence. The preparations to provide
assistance at the next levels up is quite extensive. Despite all the horrendous
situation here, those who do assemble a higher level of learning of the dynamics
of 3d density and related will have done a great service for the larger levels of
creation as well as for the development of their larger own spiritual being as well.
As I said in our call, speaking simply for myself, I will maintain my presence here
in 3d as long as it is appropriate and tolerable. This is all that can be asked of any
one who is in a more conscious state of awareness.
We are in the final stretch and there are those of who are here in human form
who are helping to develop a broader connection for the higher “correction
energies” to flow through them and thus serve as something as additional side
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door or back door to by pass any and all of the remaining barriers at the upper
levels to this incoming energy of the true creation that is seeking to reclaim more
of Itself.
-ASK
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“The

Void”, “Voidness”, “Feelings and Knowings”

What is this “void-ness” that has been described by some here? I suggest that
this is partly a sense of the “interregnum” in the spiritual “dis-order” of things
due to the influences the Correction Process which is underway. And partly
from tapping in to the field of infinite potentials accessible via higher self and
accessible via a “back door” at sub-atomic levels. One needs to clear which it is
that is being described so as not to mistakenly attribute a connection to “The
Void” to the “in-between-ness” of this period of changes.

“The Void” and “The All”
January 21, 2011
http://newearthsummit.org/forum/index.php/topic,1341.msg5691.html#msg5691

From my perspectives, there are various “spaces” which could be referred to as
“void”. Best to be clear in differentiating these whenever possible.
At the boundary zone of “The All”, there is a “voidness” which could be compared
to a buffer zone as well as fluid in which “The All” finds Itself. “The All” intends
to explore beyond Itself in various ways. This is something we have written about
previously
One way is to give rise to an entirely new version of Itself. Another way is to
extend something of Itself into this void to seek out what lies beyond. To do this
in a way that allows for constant connection/communication as it probes beyond
Itself requires unfathomable energy. This energy is of Itself of course, but there is
a problem that parts of Itself appear to lost to Itself and it appears that there is a
tap or drain on its energy (the Dark problem).
There is also a quality of “void” in the “spaces between” our atoms, etc. Consider
this as one version of a “localized” access to the “void”.
There is also a quality of “void” that could be seen to be within “The All” and is a
“space” from which new creational impulses can be manifested.
“The All” evolves through learning and changing Itself.
The “Correction Energies” are both a solution to the problem of the Dark as well
as a solution to the re-collecting, re-membering, re-connecting of the energy of
“The All” so that it may re-call all of Itself and prepare to go beyond Itself.
This is a call to home, within and without.
-ASK
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The Void, The Self, and Ascension
January 8, 2012
http://newearthsummit.org/forum/index.php/topic,1354.msg5657.html#msg5657

Indeed, Merrell-Wolff and others experienced extraordinary states of “nirvana”,
unity consciousness of all that is, of the higher (true) Oneness, and “the Void”. I
have known and met some of these people, and have “been there” as well.
As I reflect back upon a handful of those meetings I had with others based upon
shared resonance, I would say now that we all found this state to be natural and
restful and expansive and everything else unimaginably extraordinary. And it
certainly provided a dramatic contrast to the human-familiar-state of duality and
irreconcilable conflicts.
However, rare few learned anything about the existence or nature of the Dark,
and it was even rarer for any to comprehend the nature and origins of the human
experience, and rarer still to also grasp the nature of problems of human
existence. How could it be otherwise if there was no understanding of the
fundamental problem of the origins of the Dark?
Looking the overall effect, this could be compared to living in a little valley
knowing only the villages and tribes one was born into and finding oneself
looking at the planet from space and looking beyond to the great vastness of all
that is and the potential of the “void”.
Like having two hands but only able to use one or the other and unable to hold
anything in between.
For those early seekers this expanded state made it unnecessary to penetrate the
details of the dynamics of density and quite understandably it was preferable and
easier to remove oneself form most human contact.
The result was that those “left behind” in the human milieu were left with little to
no knowledge, learning, or insight into the human density experience and those
rare ones who truly knew of these expanded states were unable to “connect the
dots”. So it was either “love it or leave it” for the humans at the human level. The
result was either hanging out in some nirvanic limbo, not learning about density
and not learning about the higher levels, or waiting, dreaming, wishing for
release through death or other means (“rapture”, ET “rescue”, etc.).
(Note: The term “nirvana” has been used in many ways by many people
therefore I should clarify that I tend to prefer a description of “nirvana” as an
intermediate state that can access higher states of universal Oneness and touch
upon the Void, but is not really in such a space. Hence the operative term,
intermediate. This does become a trap for many who move to such a state and
can become stuck in such a state, wonderful as it may be.)
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The entire purpose of our work over the years has been to connect the dots form
the realm of “human here and now” to higher Oneness. And in so doing, provide
a useful explanation of the what lies between “here” and “there”, including the
problem of the Dark and its terrible effects upon all those with presences in this
realm of lower dimensional density. We later found how this problem extended
up into the higher levels of 4d, 5d, 6d, etc. And how it was that those beings that
projected a part of themselves here became affected at levels of their own being
beyond their 3d projections, and would become “stuck” here in so many ways.
In the context of much that has been written here in recent weeks, I would say
that for the human awareness to establish a direct connection to the higher
realms is very important. Especially if one is unaware of a higher self level
channel of exchange. As I have said recently in other comments, “going direct”
like this could be of immense benefit to the evolutionary development and
healing of both the human self level and ones associated higher collective being.
Whatever and however this process develops, always there is the question of what
is learned about the nature and dynamics of existence, especially at these levels of
density.
-ASK
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Ascension, Surrender, and the Void
December 16, 2011
http://newearthsummit.org/forum/index.php/topic,1341.msg5607.html#msg5607

Thank you to everyone here for contributing to this important concern. A serious
conundrum is presented if the solution to letting go/surrendering is to let
go/surrender. The human self – or certain layers of it at least – may seem to
generally be uninterested in “surrendering” to a condition that is not understood
to be “okay” according to the inherently limited criteria of the human self.
Many spiritual teachings encourage one portion of the self to try to suppress or
negate various layers or facets of the rest of its embodied self. This usually fails
rather badly since it only reinforces an internal conflicting polarity. I have
suggested in various recent writings that this is all wrong and it is far better to
address ones own completion process and do it gently and lovingly with oneself.
The result is that the subconscient levels of the human self can breathe a huge
sigh of relief that they no longer need to obstinately and loyally pursue a mission
of carting around a basically ignorant human ego self that has yet to learn much
of anything, including not learning to be quiet and to deeply pay attention.
These levels of the self are capable of understanding and supporting something of
mutual evolutionary benefit. Really.
There are one’s external reality attachments that need completing.
And when you are more at peace with the world around you, then there is the
internal completions process. This is where things can get sticky.
You really cannot lie to yourself, you really cannot suppress or trick yourself. The
subconscient levels have the capacity to assist in putting your body vehicle to rest
if they understand their work is done and that something truly wonderful awaits
you and them as unified self. They can also sabotage your ego-self’s attempts at
self-deception. There may also be dormant potentials for these levels to assist in
transforming the body as well. Really.
When you are sufficiently “complete” (and this is a relative matter for each and
every one) and you really feel you have learned something of importance from
your human experience in this realm, you can involve all of your self in you
ascension process.
This has the added benefit of helping to keep you “on track” and not ever once get
distracted by this or that distraction – good bad or whatever. This an essential
part of conscious ascension.
-ASK
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Embarkation Lounge:

One of the Keys …
January 21, 2011
http://newearthsummit.org/forum/index.php/topic,1161.msg5692.html#msg5692

Note: I would also call your attention to a companion posting to this one:

http://newearthsummit.org/forum/index.php/topic,1360.msg5691.html#msg5691

and to Update #13, December 2011:
http://www.pfcn.net/Bulletins/Update-December-2011.pdf where this is discussed a

bit more.
I am elaborating on these and other immediate concerns in a new Update that is
in process. For now, I will be very brief with these points.
First of all, it really does not matter what anyone may or may not understand
about the greater cosmology involved in the great transformational process
underway. If you are “here”, you will experience something of it.
That said, there is value to the process of spiritual evolution in developing a
deeper understanding and in being conscious of the greater learning that is
underway at all levels. All who are a part of this great change have a unique
element to contribute to the larger transformational process and the evolution of
Creation.
As long as ones human self thinks of itself as a “human” -- and assesses or
regards itself or the larger picture of reality from this human point-of-reference -it is impossible to move beyond the polarity/duality of a distorted existence since
the human reference point is based in duality to begin with.
The Higher Oneness cannot and will not “battle” the Dark. To do so is to fall into
the trap of the Dark, a trap that also traps the Dark in its own error.
Notions of “wars in heaven”, the light warriors fighting the dark, etc. are the
byproduct of an aberration and can never reach a satisfactory resolution. Further,
such an attitude of approach serves to further entangle and trap the Light in the
twisted embrace of the Dark.
To whatever extent human-generated stories of “wars” between the Light and
Dark have a valid reality in the higher planes, this simply indicates the
tremendous difficulty involved in correcting this situation form the higher levels.
To whatever extent these “wars” expanded across various levels of existence and
worlds, much damage occurred to many great beings who may have been
operating from an incomplete understanding.
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Today there are those (at various levels) operating from old “program
instructions” and preferring to use them as their frame of reference through
which to work with the “new plan”. This can only result in distortions or worse.
It is one thing to defend against being attacked or parasitized, but it is another
thing to perpetuate an eternal warfare. This is not a matter of attributing blame.
Simply an analytical statement to consider.
The “correction energies” -- as they are now configured -- represent a major
breakthrough in resolving the larger problem in accord with operating principles
of higher Oneness of Creator of All. The situation of polarity/duality has not been
understood very well until now and there is now extensive communication
established between “down here” and the higher levels beyond the reach of Dark.
Rather than fall into the problem of conflictual polarity of “fighting the Dark”,
etc. the new energies and transformational process is more about re-assertion of
the Light of True Creation as it re-calls All of Itself.
I cannot prove any of this in any way, and for the time being I would not expect
any material evidence of this to be demonstrated in human 3d physicality.
Human 3d physicality has long been too much an integral part of the false reality
of duality consciousness. Anything demonstrated to the human point-of-view
would most likely be a false construct.
Hence one of the keys is to cease identifying oneself as human and thinking as a
human. Hence the suggested “invocation” for you to adapt:
(http://newearthsummit.org/forum/index.php/topic,1161.msg5485.html#msg5485 )
What is your true origin and true nature? When you look behind the veneer of a
experience as a human self, what remains? This answer is available to you
directly. No one can tell you the answer to this for you.
As you move into this new state of being, you may find that you have no thought
whatsoever to explain yourself to anyone human. You may at first attempt to try
such an explanation to someone familiar, but you quickly find it impossible.
Eventually you will find yourself moving into a more natural state of being in
preparation for the larger transformational process. Yes, even while still doing
some of the mundane matters of human existence for the time being! But you
will be aware of the difference and you will know this is not truly “you”. For many
who moving into this new transitional state, there will be every impetus (and the
capacity) for further detachment from all that is not “real” and a greater
awareness and capacity for ones own completions.
Now, imagine your train or ship has arrived, the ticket in your pocket is written
with your true name. As long as you believe you are a human individual, you may
not recognize your “name” or “spiritual family name” the first time you are called.
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Perhaps the second or third time you will respond. (No, this is not really about
some weird sounding “new age space name” for most cases so please do not take
this “name” idea too literally as I am using this to simply illustrate a point.)
If you do not recognize and respond at the time, there will be another means to
make your “connecting flight”. However, I do not know what the “waiting room”
conditions will be.
More on all of this soon ...
-ASK
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Embarkation Lounge:

Another of the Keys – “High Affection”
January 23, 2012
http://newearthsummit.org/forum/index.php/topic,1161.msg5720.html#msg5720

For those still focused on the human-earth situation, I continue to urge the
importance of connection with the “correction energies”, attending to ones
internal and external completion process, addressing the core questions to selfexistence and ones true nature, developing ones identification with a “high
attractor”, and nurturing ones own internal “high affection” that can lead to a
more complete “you” with more “energy” available to facilitate moving to ones
next stage of existence. This last point has already been discussed relative to the
subconscient self and will be discussed further in a new A-List Update. One
could say that these are keys to ascension.
January 21, 2012 I posted a short piece titled “One of the Keys” – link:

http://newearthsummit.org/forum/index.php/topic,1161.msg5692.html#msg5692

To recapitulate these points a little differently, the more you resolve your
“external” completion process, the greater your capacity for resolving those which
are more “internal” to you. The better you address those which are internal, the
easier it is to deal with those which are external. Of course, usually it is the
internal that is key, but there is such an interplay, it is practically impossible to
sort it all out in some neat sequence. And so you go back and forth, increasing
your capacity for the transformational process overall.
At some point, it become mostly an internal matter involving most of your human
personality self and your higher level being.
(See the Sept. 2011 Update: “Personality Self and Ascension – Structures of
Individuation” http://www.pfcn.net/Bulletins/Update-September-2011.pdf )
You are now nearing one of the “graduation” stages. Your subconscient self is
ready if you are. You cannot lie to yourself. So, once again, what is your higher
attractor? This is most closely connected to your higher levels of being and
beyond.
“One of the ending elements is to detach from identifying oneself as human.
This is one of the most difficult since to one facet of your human awareness,
this may be misunderstood as self-annihilation and to another facet of your
awareness it does not. One way of resolving this seeming conflict (which is
innately not a conflict) is for the subconscient facets of ones human level of
self to become engaged, excited even at the prospect of being included in an
expansive journey. Sometimes this is facilitated by rejecting all that is
undesirable of the human realm, sometimes this is facilitated by the higher
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attractors of a freer and more expressive existence. Sometimes a bit of both.
But this is one way of ending internal conflict and bringing ones human self
into a higher level of internal unity or oneness. Thus the surrender to the
higher processes becomes purely voluntary.” (from the December 2011
Update - http://www.pfcn.net/Bulletins/Update-December-2011.pdf)
Many of us have high attractors, yet if the internal and external completions have
not been attended to, it is as if your boat is still tied to the dock while trying to
move forward.
Until you are too sick or injured, part of your subconscient self will do all it can to
keep you going on as an embodied human. When you are nearing your inner and
outer completions process and learning assessments, the higher attractor/s you
identify with will be recognized by your “lower-self”. It can become excited over
this and engaged with you in this.
Now you have a new “partner” – you – more of yourself!
This in turn provides more energy to attend to your higher level connections from
a greater “wholeness”, and you find you much less fragmented or split between
human-focused pursuits and something “other”.
This frees up enormous amount of your energy that otherwise would be engaged
in a push-pull love-hate relationship with the material realm and false beliefs.
The resolution to this dichotomy lies not with any aspect of any polarity. The
resolution comes from seeing it for what it is a moving/’shifting ones attention to
a higher level that is not based upon such conflict.
So imagine the relief that your loyal “lower” self might feel at not needing to drag
and push you through 3d existence in a relatively unaware state that is controlled
more from falsehoods and imbedded habits than from true freewill will of the
spiritual true self.
Now you can have this high affection for all of yourself and this is why the
“correction energies invocation” begins with the connection and attention of your
lower, middle, and higher self.
I will continue to develop this further in the future.
-ASK
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Embarkation:

What are These "Keys"?
February 1, 2012
http://newearthsummit.org/forum/index.php/topic,1161.msg5721.html#msg5721

Nothing much for many. But they are related to the ongoing completion process
and are of some significance to some.
There is no guarantee of some amazing phenomenal transformation as this
process winds around to completing its work.
Some may find one day they take a long walkabout out-of-body and never return
to their physical since they will have a high attractor for navigation and no more
pull-back from a portion of their lower self that is still doing its best to help "keep
you keeping on" in the human physical.
Perhaps something more extraordinary may happen. I cannot say. All I can do is
to suggest this as one set of strategies in your own self-graduation process. This
is the "bread crumb trail we have tried to provide over the years.
First there is the understanding of the larger situation you, we, etc., find
ourselves in --given a common reference plane of “3d”. This involves
understanding the nature and origin of the dark, the effects of this cosmic error,
the problems in correcting this, and a roadmap to the larger ascension and
transformation process and the most likely options that are available for various
individuals.
This eventually winds around to the incoming correction energies and the process
of true awakening, of consciously handling the surprise at finding more of you -your true self -- and in reconciling all this with the false reality of humans of
earth, etc. So now we are in the final stages of completions, detachment from
that which does not serve, and more refined focus on the inner and the higher
levels.
Whew!
-ASK
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The Control Over Humans
January 22, 2011
http://newearthsummit.org/forum/index.php/topic,1361.msg5693.html#msg5693

Humans have the potential to give rise to a new level of spiritual individuation at
a low level of density (for convenience we call it 3-d). The human vehicle is also
one avenue for control over the soul and through it, access to the true Light.
It is important to be aware of this and it is equally important not to give in to the
sort of hopelessness and energetic collapse that is the only outcome from all
those who constantly focus upon how humans were a “slave race”, all the ways
the illuminati control you, the reptilian agendas, etc. and wake up to the what is
true and what is real.
Humans have the potential, that is all. A small fraction of spiritual aspirants
reach a state of enlightened consciousness and connection to the higher Oneness.
Most fall prey to the deception of false versions of “oneness with “nature”,
“oneness with the dark”, oneness with one and all, etc., etc., etc. without any
discernment whatsoever. Of course this is not the individual’s fault if they have a
faulty or intermittent circuit to a higher state of being.
We are now beyond and upset, blame, or whatever negative reaction all this
evokes. There is no reason at all to “go there” to that energetic space. Over the
years, we have sought to teach those who are ready to be better prepared for these
changes. This required some measure of knowledge of “how things really are”.
But that is all. What has always been central is the connection to higher Oneness
and/or to your higher level matrix of your higher level of being.
We are now at the point where it is important as part of ones internal
completions process to identify oneself as a spiritual being first and foremost.
That is your true origin and true nature. Not as a self-conscious, self-centered,
social and tribal animal. (By the way there are many animal types on this planet
now which have self-awareness and self-identity as well as the identity with their
higher level collective matrix. Many of these tend toward those animals which
had have a long-standing connection with humans as companion-friends.)
For many, the first steps are to presume themselves human first and to seek a
spiritual connection with something greater. But soon or later one finds that they
are probably not of human earthly origin.
So please do not dwell on all this talk of alien engineering of humans, conflicts
over the control of humans between good aliens and bad aliens, dark forces. It is
essential to be aware of this, not to let it control you.
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Rather dwell upon your true nature as a spiritual being and your highest attractor
in connection with true creation consciousness.
-ASK
Postscript
The notion of "sorcerers" (spiritual warriors) has some very serious inherent
weaknesses. It did in times past and even more so now, given what is known of
the "correction energies" and the direction of the larger changes underway.
Pursuing a “path of power” sounds very compelling to those who are desperately
looking for some way out of this realm. But this is not a path of spiritual
evolution (freedom), rather it is a path that tends to lead to a new level of
imprisonment. Yes, there are many now who are talking about gnostic-like
concepts of dark and light and the invisible darkness, etc. usually in a context that
does not lead to the higher levels beyond the dark.
For any human self who is barely aware of anything beyond their human state of
being, there can be no spiritual war to fight. To pursue such matters is to offer
oneself to the Dark.
I can only counsel to focus ones concerns toward ones true nature.
When one knows who and what one is truly about, then one is free to make
spiritually informed choices.
One so informed knows there is nothing to fight against.
The alternative is to slip into spiritual nihilism and a form of blind, unknowing
rage against all of Creation and Creator of All.
-ASK
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The Clean-up of the Dark Forces
February 1, 2012
http://newearthsummit.org/forum/index.php/topic,1222.msg5719.html#msg5719

This is not something for humans to become engaged with as I wrote in various
essays. Even for the highest levels, the problem of engaging the Dark in a “field
of battle” that is mostly based upon duality is not something that is really
“winnable” since it requires non-duality (true Oneness) to descend into duality
and conflict where it is really not designed to be.
So there may be very high level beings whose job it has been to wage a “clean-up
campaign”, it is very risky even for them to do in terms of duality. As it is for
human in the “as below”, the rules are skewed. Most of those who may be so
involved objectively promoting duality and thus not really helping the correction
energies as much as they could be.
However, there are now those creation beings who now envelope the zone of Dark
and who are taking a different approach that is more like a type of cosmic biology
in which immune cells surround pockets of the dark here and there within this
larger containing envelope and dissolve them. There is no battle, no conflict and
the zone of containment is that of the immense “bodies” of these immense
creators beings who are working together with the high correction energies.
Once again, I must warn that this does not mean that automatically that “all is
well”. I am referring to the larger scale dark forces. The lesser ones are of
immense number and variation and there are still many in the higher planes who
are still operating according to old “programming”.
The result objectively favors the continuity dark. These beings are also in the
process of receiving the “correction energies”. And then there is the human level
of density where the seeds of the dark are firmly imbedded in core beliefs, social
structures, and the very biology of the human body and this planetary matrix.
This is a more involved process that requires also the “correction energies” to be
at work at both a human level and the level above which initiated the human
consciousness.
So tales of “glorious battles” of gods of ancient days is mostly rubbish and comes
off more as a Dark side “correction” seeking to perpetuate and improve upon the
Dark. “Vainglorious” might be a better expression. Curious also, that most of
those “teachers” who are most involved with these toxic notions are the ones
most involved in promoting ayahausca and the practice of the use of the subtle
realms for “power”. Yes, those “prophets” and teachers who promote this sort of
stuff know who and what I am referring to. You are asked to stop.
-ASK
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Sounds, Sounds, Everywhere Sound
January 24, 2012
http://newearthsummit.org/forum/index.php/topic,1363.msg5698.html#msg5698

There seems to be two categories of “strange” sounds that people have noticed
over the past 10 years or so – and which have been commented on a great deal in
recent weeks. I should also say that a significant portion of these alleged on the
spot eyewitness recordings are likely to be shown to be hoaxes --just like most of
these ridiculous UFO sightings have been that are pushed out through online
videos by those promoting “disclosure” or whatever other nonsense is being
promoted.
As to these sounds, one is infrasound that tends to be from the planetary body as
a whole and has resonance with certain manmade and natural structures above
and below ground. Where we formerly lived near the Point Reyes coast in
California this started to be a problem that a few others who lived nearby were
able to hear or feel. You could even walk around the road or trails and find areas
where it was more pronounced than others, most likely shaped by the topography
and underlying geology. I found two sources for this – one seemed to be
interdimensionally “underground” and traced to some alien-like installation. We
tried to get rid of them, but they were very stubborn. The other (likely to be
connected) seemed to have a relationship with the large antenna arrays at the
PRNS seashore area. The sound was infrasonic mostly with some low frequency
audible tones like a big deep slow engine sound rumbling/pulsing in the distance.
Sleep patterns were severely disrupted and I am glad we finally left the place.
Headaches may likely be related to this as there are brain/cranial structures
which respond to these higher frequency and at times the lower frequency
sounds. Each person’s cranial cavity is unique and therefore every individual
experiences these tones differently via their brain’s auditory processing. This is
something that is proven and well-known to researchers.
In Montana where we lived there was nothing like this at all. Just ordinary
sounds and no EMF transmission facilities nearby, fortunately.
Here on the north area of the island we started to get the “hum” again – low
infrasound which began around November-December. This is obviously NOT
related to underground human activity, rather it is more connected to the
planetary pulse and dynamics associated with the volcanic nature of the group of
islands we are connected to. For now, the intensity of the sound is not at a level
of intensity that disturbs brainwaves and the REM sleep cycle.
The other sounds are a hissing (like a steam leak) and/or a very high frequency
sound (below and above ultrasonic levels) that some may describe as faintly
crystalline.
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These I believe are related to changes in the human body and human bio-fields in
response to planetary/space changes and the higher spiritual energies. These
higher frequency sounds often correlate with blood pressure changes inside the
cranial space, including inner ear, and may not always be detectable with an
ordinary blood pressure cuff and sensors.
The infrasound penetrates different structures differently and tends not to
resonate within the cranial cavity the way the mid to high frequency sounds will.
Infrasound can propagate through rock and other materials over a very long
range of distance with less distortion. Many forms of energy can generate audible
or near audible acoustic effects. Some are being used now as part of the larger
efforts to weaponize space and the ground based war to control humans.
While there is infrasound that can be attributed to human (or interdimensional)
activities deep underground and to human activities via EMF transmitters on the
surface or out in space, the earth itself is a direct source, as it too is changing with
the “correction energies” as well as in responses to energies far out there in space
as well as solar energies closer to home.
Solar and other space energies apply a mechanical pressure to the earth
atmospheric layers as well as directly influence the planetary interior body. This
leads to inexplicable sounds, usually deep tones and infrasound that seem to be
coming from everywhere, yet nowhere in particular. Likewise, satellite and
earth-based directed energies can influence the density of various atmospheric
layers.
That all said, it is also good to bear in mind that “secret technologies” have been
and are being deployed via surface EMF transmission and via orbital space
sources to cause panic and fear and may also be used to provide the necessary
“filler” to a false alien invasion, just like sub-audible and audible low frequency
sounds are used to enhance the emotional felt sense impact of certain movies.
Like a laser aiming pointer, testing a new directed energy system by creating
mostly harmless but attention-getting sounds is one way of tuning and adjusting
it. Just wait for the sensationalistic reports from people are made from all over
the globe and one can quickly determine public reaction as well as directional
effects. Preliminary to …? But first there is the WW3 to move through and
economic and civilization collapse, and then… ?
The coming few years for humans in many places on this planet will be like a hell
on earth – more than it is now.
-Alex
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The Sounds and The Great Changes
January 30, 2012
http://newearthsummit.org/forum/index.php/topic,1363.msg5705.html#msg5705

In the movie “Melancholia” (which I cannnot recommend) the earth is about to
end its existence and with it, all life upon it. During the days or hours preceding
this, lead character has the experience of fine electric-like streamers emanating
form her fingers, etc. She also has a building experience of wanting to experience
true reality as she KNOWS with growing certainty that human life of on Earth is
not right, she even says it is “evil”. Hence her own melancholia (it is also the
name given to the giant planetary body that eventually engulfs Earth). In effect
she surrenders to the process, even welcomes it while others around her are in
various stages of denial or fearfully grasping at their familiar human false reality.
There is an image in the movie of electric light streaming off her fingers and body
in response to the proximity of this immense planetary body. Some here have
reported things like this recently. I have noticed this at times as well. Light
beams streaming up from the ground or ocean.
We have written a little about two major earth changes – one the change of the
crust-core relationship and the axial tilt – the other about the relocation of earth
and the local space it is in to another spatial locale, a vibrationally different one.
It is like scooping a bucket of water with fish and moving them somewhere.
As I wrote before, when we subtract out the deliberate fake recordings designed
to attract attention and cause fear, the sounds that are being reported are of the
planetary environment itself. There are two factors: one is the use of directed
energy technologies (surface and space based) by evil minded humans and aliens
-- the other is of the planetary body itself changing in response to the larger
changes, including the changes of localized space. The latter is something of
much greater effect overall. However, those humans in control of such powerful
technologies have and will be inflicting great destruction and ordinary people will
not know whether the source of human or planetary, especially when it involves
large earth changes.
Remember the story about the frogs in the pot. This applies both to the dulling
and stupefying of the population that is directly attributable to the decadence and
degeneracy of a dying/dead civilization – and to the higher level energetic
makeover of the spatial environment as well as the local earth environment and
those of the human population that can be connected somehow to the higher
Light.
There will be so may people who will fall into a greater and greater madness from
all this. Perhaps those who are already in the early stages of “harmless idiocy” will
fair the best since they will already be accustomed to such a state. Those who are
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more conscious and aware, will need to keep their wits about them and not grasp
at foolish or fearful explanations.
Yes, something is imminent, it is here now, but it is alike a huge wave that is
moving in slow motion. Initially there is only a little water at your toes and feet.
Perhaps you walk out toward it. At some point you begin to sense the immensity
of it but its scale is such that your ordinary frame of reference cannot place it in
ordinary 3-d perspective. Is it a mile away and very big? Is it 1000 miles away
and enormous beyond imagination? As one gets caught up in it, there is the
possibility that one will at least have some initial time to adjust. Like a lopsided
"Bell Curve" until you have a frame of reference as to where you are relative to the
wave, its depth, your capacity, and its rate of movement and growth, it is nearly
impossible to get a fix on. But you know it is there and moving.
The required “time to adjust” will be relative to the capacity of any individual
human self and its associated higher levels to adjust to the changes – and to some
extent relative to the objective rate of change that can be observed when viewing
this with the benefit of some “distance”.
A simple “invocation” one can adapt for oneself (or use as it stands):

http://newearthsummit.org/forum/index.php/topic,1161.msg5485.html#msg5485

It is best to stay present and well-oriented in your own self and higher axis of
alignment to true Source and do not rely upon others who are external to you and
your true Self.
-Alex
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Light Bodies and the Old and the New Creation
February 15, 2012
http://newearthsummit.org/forum/index.php/topic,1373.msg5759.html#msg5759

Since 2007 we have discussed what we can about a new creation which was born.
In recent months and weeks we have been able to discuss some derivative efforts
relevant to this event.
At a higher vibrational level of intelligence there is an ongoing process leading to
the differentiation and individuation of these intelligences into new levels of new
density. This is a pristine creational effort, not an upgrade or transformation of
something that already exists. Furthermore, those most involved in this process
are well aware of the background of the Dark as well as the problems of the
human-earth situation, right up to the immediate present.
This differentiation can be described as a process for creating new lightbodies.
What is learned from this will be available to those beings who are vibrationally
compatible and who choose this path for their own development.
Until recently, the most likely avenue for those seeking to continue some
experience of individuation would be to work on developing their own light body,
partly based upon the familiar energy patterns for their human form on Earth. In
some respects this could be like projecting out what one can of their light
structures into a suitably compatible assemblage that at some point they would
transfer their consciousness to. In some instances it may feel as though there is a
fluid lightbody layer that is somehow coincidental with your ordinary human
body and fields. Sometimes this may feel like a new lightbody that is located in
some other vibrational space, quite different from that of your present human
vehicle.
While I am sure there are those who will continue to be engaged in this process,
the new creational process opens up a new avenue: the formation of a pristine
lightbody projected “downwards” from a higher order, rather than projected
“upwards” or outwards from a lower vibrational order working with its own
higher levels.
The new process started with a high level mutual attractor by entities that are
closely connected through higher Oneness. Over time, their collective selves
developing a plan and mutual coherency, or “trust” to apply a concept given for
the human awareness. There was then the process of setting of intentions, or
“caring” to apply a corresponding concept for the human awareness. In this case
the intention was to differentiate a portion of themselves into a generalized
lightbody, like a microcosm of their respective primary beings, with generalized
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energy centers. This was acted upon in due course, much as humans might
engage in the action of “service”.
(To take a pause here, if this sounds familiar, it should as it is describes
comparable guidelines that were conveyed by the new creation to those in this
creation who might eventually choose to prepare to connect with this new form
of being. We prepared short write-ups on this near the end of 2007 on
“awakened community” as a transition process for spiritualized humans on
earth to apply toward joining with the new earth and new creation.)
At that point a pause was taken to better consider their work and to extend the
qualities of mutual trust into these newly manifested levels of being. Much
consideration was given to this new level of individuation and no further action
was contemplated. As they regarded the potentials or prospects for this new
expression, there was a decision to allow this new level of their own being to work
out how best to proceed since it was this new level of existence that would be
closest to the process.
This is a new level of differentiation that has been in preparation, one that more
closely resembles a human template of light. Fine gossamer threads of moving,
flowing light that can serve a new level of individuation and being. For a while
this will continue to develop and those so involved with this will be carefully
considering their mutual work before proceeding further.
To be continued…
-ASK
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"What has been learned?"
February 25, 2012
http://newearthsummit.org/forum/index.php/topic,1375.msg5768.html#msg5768

For whatever it is worth, I would like to summarize some points that I have
discussed in previous articles on this:
What have “you” “learned”, as in that of the deeper essence, - at three generalized
levels or sphere of interest: - Your present human existence; Present collective
human existence; the overall human existence here since the earliest times you
care to consider.
What is this about? It is a facet of ones human completions. This is graduation
stuff, conscious evolution stuff. Formerly, only a very tiny fraction of entities
operating in a human vehicle ever get to this point while still embodied. But we
are in different times than ever before and this group is more advanced than their
predecessors in earlier times. The fact that it is being discussed here means that
the vast majority of humans reading this will probably not understand the point.
Those who are facing end of life issues may get to some portion of the notion of
“unfinished business” –as an ordinary social tribal human conflicted with selfcentered self-awareness.
This is just to reframe what I have written previously on this. There are no right
or wrong answers. But “you”, the human level of your greater beingness just
might have something important to contribute to your own larger being and
perhaps even evolve to form part of the nucleus of something sop very new. This
is the end of the Dark. This is a period of the remaking of this entire creation.
This is a time in which there is a new creation effort underway. And for some,
there is even some degree of awareness of these things.
And indeed, “you”, the human level of the greater you can establish a direct line
of connection to the highest levels of godly creation intelligence possible.
I do not want to be a substitute for your own unique perspectives. However, I do
want to acknowledge something that may seem strange to some. So it is by a
direct knowing that I have been able to learn what I have and I have felt it
important share some of this through describing something of the amazing
process that is developing –and to do what I can to help those who are willing to
stay focused on this.
This is not now and never has been a matter of gross numbers that determines
what the dark gets, what the light gets. This notion was a distortion the moment
it was propagated into consciousness at any level.
Those who are presently “pushing the envelope” in whatever ways they can are
moving ever closer to directly contributing to the “mind of creator”. It is a more
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conscious facet to a greater Oneness of Creator. A unique one. One that is also
imbued with an extraordinarily unique quality of individuation at the same time.
The pattern itself of the higher level of learning further accelerates the learning
process at all levels you’re your own individuation to the much greater levels of
existence.
Much of what we are learning and assimilating will not be fully clear at our
ordinary human levels.
Pure intent, focused intent.
And attending to what is noticed, even if glimpsed even for a brief moment like a
teardrop of golden light.
-ASK
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Cosmic Child - Inner Journey to Higher Self
December 25., 2011
http://newearthsummit.org/forum/index.php/topic,1349.msg5624.html#msg5624

When we began the “global awakening experiment” and initiated a number of
projects to stimulate and test the potential for human-level awakening and more,
a spectrum of psycho-spiritual “self-healing” rubbish was heavily influencing
(infecting) the nascent spiritual awakening tendencies. One of these aimed
directly at the core of the human self and emphasized the control meme of the
“wounded child”. All manner of characters with PhD’s and channellers and
everything in-between all jumped on the “heart” bandwagon. This served overall
to drive people into a mutuality of desolation in 3d under the illusion of being all
about the “heart” and “love” (read as “loving” their enslavement, embracing the
Dark, and all the rest of that rubbish). This was also used to effectively suppress
anyone from pointing out the danger of such illusions.
In 2000 the theme of a “Decade of the Heart” was introduced as a common
vehicle for what there was of “spiritual innovators” to gather. A global
communications project was proposed under the title “Messages Awakening the
Heart of Humanity” and a few sample media spots were created that very quietly
(and incompletely) raised the question of “forgiveness”. “Decade of the Heart”
was also to be a vehicle to reach out to ordinary people to form awakened
cooperative community and emphasized the equal participation of young people.
This too was heavily sabotaged at many levels, even though there was substantial
seed money available to fund the first stages.
During this period what we would now call the “correction energies” were
probing ways to reach into 3d density and reach the human mind, the human
“psyche” if you want to call it that.
One facet of this initiative that was introduced from the Higher Light,
emphasized the child-like innocence and purity of ones true inner self.
In connection with this, we introduced some self-guided imagery exercises that
essentially directed one’s attention to creation-being consciousness. These were
first introduced through the Language of the Awakened Heart material and were
titled “Imagine…” This effort was heavily sabotaged and was degenerated into
something much less than desired.
-/-
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Note: Recently John Crawford I were discussing the heart-centered connection
to the higher oneness and higher levels. Until then I had forgotten that we had
been working on facets of this at the end of the 1990’s and start of 2000,
specifically for a project called “Decade of the Heart” and certain media
communications efforts.
The following is from the audio transcription of an informal talk given in May
of 2000. -ASK

Cosmic Child and Inner Journey to the Higher Self

http://newearthsummit.org/forum/index.php/topic,1349.msg5624.html#msg5624

We would like people to look the other way from what they are familiar or
perhaps they do not like or not satisfied with. Do not worry, simply turn about,
like pivoting 180 degrees and direct your attention there and see only what is new
and emerging.
This sequence of guided imagining is partly for build internal reassurance, partly
to stimulate spiritual awakening, and partly to support children as equals to
adults.
We focus on the “cosmic child”, not some psycho-pathological construct of a
“wounded child”. This is an access to encountering ones higher self or higher
level beingness.
…The story is to go into the heart and shift the viewers attention from flesh and
blood of a biological organ to an energetic center. There is a hidden doorway, a
portal that takes you to your cosmic self, your infinite being, to the greater
oneness.
…You realize the heart (energy) is not just a “pump”, it’s part of larger energetic
flow …
…This is about awakening, and so in this particular journey of the heart it’s like a
fantasy world that you go in and you open a door. There’s an invitation to the
door and that invitation perhaps as you walk up to the door has to do with “Are
you willing to allow forgiveness?” “Can you allow for yourself what perhaps
culture has said cannot be?” “Can you allow for yourself that things could be
beautiful, and could be so in this other space?”
And you do not need to be full of contradictions and conflictual separation. “Can
you allow for a moment this is possible?” If you can allow for this, then you can
allow that there can be this thing of “high absolution”.
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Universal forgiveness is part of a transitional state of being, that holds no
particular value in it’s own right. Except it’s like cleaning your shoes off before
you go in the house.
So it’s a porch that you maybe come upon. Then you have allowed that this could
be, you don’t need to believe anything yet, you’ve simply allowed that this could
be.
And then you open the door, the first door (because it’s your heart), there’s a
child sitting in there, perhaps a child of 5 or 6 years old. And this child of 5 or 6
looks at you, with maybe slightly bigger than normal eyes, and smiles. And the
eyes are deep, like a deep lake. It’s eyes though are sparkling, bright and they’re
full of happiness and receptive love. And it says “I’m you. I am you that has been
dwelling underneath or within for a very long time”. And I have been here as if
held in a basement and the human “you“ realizes that the illusionary egoic mind
has participated in this, and apologizes, “forgive me, I did not know that I was
participating in this, I . Had I realized who you were I would have let you out/in a
long time ago.”
And the child’s eyes are still looking there, no hint of judgment, total love, and
this profound depth that’s there, and speaks the words of absolution and that
there is in fact nothing to forgive once spiritual Realization occurs. And so in that
moment, a profound healing takes place. More so since “you” are allowing
yourself this possibility. Thus it is a type of spiritual self-empowerment.
You have now entered a threshold in which Spirit says “There’s nothing to forgive
because it is All One.” And so now you’ve allowed this to be possible, and the
child has spoken these words, I am this part, I have always been here, and invites
the (egoic) self in.
(There was a scene in the movie, Little Princess, in which the very nasty school
marm storms up to the upper leaky, drafty, dark attic where she has locked the
little girl for so long and is so angry that she cannot even see that, not as fantasy
but in reality, the entire room is transformed into this lavish palace and she’s just
as astonished, but she’s so angry she doesn’t see it.
The child speaks to the adult now and says “Come and sit, look at what I have to
share with you.” And you’re overcome and you have to deal with “Am I
deserving?” And the child speaks the words “To allow that you may allow
yourself to enjoy this, come and enjoy this feast with me, come and enjoy this
feast together which has been here for us all along, waiting for this moment and
rest here.” And then they speak and share what needs to be shared at that level.
The ego-self says to itself, like the Jody Foster character does repeatedly in total
awe and humility as she is experiencing her transformation in the movie Contact:
…“I had no idea.”
The child/true self says to the adult ego-personal self “Yes, this is what’s being
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prepared, but there’s more.” “More?” (the ego-self is already overwhelmed that
already a miracle!) “Yes, there’s more, but you have to rest here one night with
me.”
So you rest there that night, with yourself, in this space and rest and enjoy and
reconnect in that way, so now you’re more complete.
And then child says: “I have someone I’d like you to meet.” “Who?” It’s all like a
magical mystery. “Who, where are we going?” And it’s beginning to look like the
three ghosts of Christmas. “I’d like you to meet your Higher Self.” “You’ll see!
You’re going to go meet your Higher Self.”
So you’ve now done the trace from the heart, to the mind and the Higher Self and
they are now connected in one gesture. This is a “first contact” unlike anything
from the stories.
Now we introduce the idea of “first contact”, you have met your Higher Self. And
you are just amazed. And like Jody Foster in Contact, you’re in this state of awe
and humility. There’s nothing to say except “I had no idea! This is beyond
words!” And the Higher Self speaks and says “I’ve been there like your “guardian
angel” forever, I’ve always been a part of you, you have just not been ready yet
to really know yourself in this way. I am you. I am part of your future self and
your past and present self as well.”
In the next sequence, a series of revelations occur and what’s revealed first is that
this Higher Self, this majestic, angelic-like quality, and this space that it lives in is
so vast, it seemingly never ends. It lives in the closest proximity to the Infinite
that any human could barely imagine. And the “child” says it has been in
communion with this Higher Oneness, The Infinite, all along, which is what’s
helped the “child” through all of this period, why the “child” is a beautiful and
radiant as it appears is because it has been the Higher Self and its spirit that has
kept it in that connection.
(Of course the adult human self has yet to realize this is its true self.)
Waiting for this moment when you were ready to really meet all of your Self as
fully as you can. Realizing this is the real “you” all along.
And there are other revelations presented. Perhaps the sense of the depth of
space and the vastness of creation at this point and between the child and the
Higher Self you’re actually taken on this journey, meeting the point of creation of
this local universe, through the Selves of the earth, through the very things that
created the first living organisms on earth through the algae, the primitive
reptiles, all the way up to the future to come. And you have this sense of the earth
as the beautiful living organism and the sense of creation and this space, the
infinite, that is still individuated you but is part of the infinite. So that is resolved.
And there's more revelations that come through this and now you have a trinity
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– the child, the adult, the Higher Self. “Rest here a day, there is yet more.”
You wonder, “What more could there be?” …“But not now, first rest in this
space.” And it revitalizes and expands your capacity and heals that which most
needs to be healed and the next day comes and the space you find yourself in
informs you “First, we wish you to meet your future Self, and we wish you to see
what this is.”
There is this profound healing at a Higher Self level and also an aspect of the
Higher Self speaking the words of Spirit forgiving Itself for having put Itself
through such an ordeal for far longer than necessary, but that the time has finally
come that this is all over with.
While much could have been learned at the lower levels earlier, it was a process
that it knew would take a certain period and we’re now at the end of that period
and it’s time to move on.
And that nothing will be missed, you’ll move on and all will be yours, so all of the
promises of all of heaven are All There.
We now have an appointment with your future Self. “This is you, this is part of
the dream that you have dreamed before you came into these bodies.”
And in meeting your future Self the child comes back into view and the child’s
eyes say “it’s all been here, in your heart, all along, waiting and holding this space
until this moment.”
Imagine that in that moment the child’s heart starts to dissolve and you behold a
new earth – bright, white, blue and pale greens and all the colors of the heart
energies and the pinks are all there – and it’s the earth in deep space, and it starts
to metamorphose and the child’s body becomes semi-transparent and it’s all
stars. It’s even looking at its hands and there are stars and its eyes are stars but
it’s still this beautiful, reassuring, loving cosmic child.
And in the heart there is now this swirl of galaxies and the whole body is like that,
but it’s still this child, the same essence. “Yes, I’m part of your future Self. But I
want to show you something first.”
And then the eyes turn back on itself and it shows you heaven on earth. “We wish
to show you a new earth. It has been here, waiting for this moment” and you see
the familiar in an unfamiliar way, you see the familiar landscapes of earth but
everything has got a light of its own that seems to emanate out from it, and that
there’s no sense of anything in distress. All has been healed and it’s a new earth,
that those who so choose and who are so prepared will be allowed to inherit.
“It’s time now for you to walk onto this new earth. You thought you had
destroyed the old one, but there is more than you could imagine. It was not up
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to you to destroy or otherwise, this became part of your birth into this new
world, this is what you have set for yourself. And you may, if you choose, live
upon this earth in a new way and you may also enjoy the freedom that this
body, this new you will enjoy” … at which point the child’s arms open and there
are stars and galaxies, once again with deep space and the earth very present so
it’s neither one nor the other, it is the same, and that that experience is to come
and it is in this manner you will be able to explore all aspects of creation, new
ways that you could not have imagined otherwise.
You are now connected through Higher Oneness to The All.
-ASK
PS:
Heart Connection to Higher Levels
The notion of cultivating a strong love for the higher energies to function as an
attractor is one way of many to set-up a strong mutual attractor energy. For
some it is not so specific to a heart centered function, per se, rather it is a whole
field approach.
By whatever ways this may work for anyone is really what is most important. Too
much has been ascribed to heart-centeredness to the derogation of other
energetic avenues and I am not aware of any "correct" or preferred approach.
What I posted above is still valid today, but there are more direct and simpler
approaches to this process. As soon as we can provide a simpler more direct
meditation to access this heart portal, it will be posted here.
Whatever energetic pathways are most accessible to you, use them to connect
with these higher correction energies. It will be unique to each.
And in all cases the power of pure intent is required.
-ASK
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An Invocation, An Intention, An Attention
Every evening before retiring and during the day as well…
* I call upon my lower, middle and higher self. I call to my highest source origins
and connection to the highest levels of true Oneness and Creator of All.
* I invite and call upon the fullest extent of the highest of the correction energies
to enter and descend my entire being down to my human levels and beyond.
* I invite and call upon the fullest extent of the highest of the correction energies
to enter and flow through the space between my atoms and create and maintain a
continuous flow through the entirety of all of my being.
* I call to me all the particles of the true light in my being as the particles of true
light in my being call me to them.
* …and let anything of the Dark and its influence cease within the sphere of my
total being “as below” and “as above”.
-/Allow these energies to flow through you. You do not and should not need to
“direct” them. These energies have a type of built-in “guidance”. Just let it flow
through you. In this way your own capacity will grow rapidly and so will the
process of the larger changes that may concern you and your own greater being.
Allowing and encouraging these energies to flow through you will help accelerate
their effect in the lower density levels of 3d and related vibrational space. In
effect you become one of many “backdoors” for these energies to do their work in
this realm.
Note: This cessation of the Dark influence is something that the ‘Correction
energies” will be involved in, it is not of your individual concern. Do not
interfere, just let it flow through you and outward.
Link to this:

http://newearthsummit.org/forum/index.php/topic,1161.msg5485.html#msg5485
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